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Past Tense in the Rusyn Dialect of Novoselycja:  
Auxiliary vs. Subject Pronoun as the  

First- and Second-Person Subject

Elena Boudovskaia

Abstract: This article discusses the choice of the past-tense forms in the Rusyn dialect 
spoken in the village of Novoselycja in Zakarpats’ka oblast’ of Ukraine. The past-
tense forms for the 1st and 2nd person in Rusyn are formed by a participle accompa-
nied either by an enclitic auxiliary or by a fully stressed subject pronoun (the former 
construction occurs more often), but not by both. The factors influencing the choice of 
one over the other have never been clear. I claim that in Novoselycja Rusyn the factor 
that influences the choice of an auxiliary or a subject pronoun is a discourse factor. 
The choice between auxiliaries and pronouns generally depends on the position in 
discourse: the pronoun codes the first mention of the 1st and 2nd person subject and 
the auxiliary subsequent mentions. The exceptions, auxiliaries in locally initial posi-
tions and pronouns in locally subsequent positions, show dependence on the speech 
genre: speakers prefer pronouns at the beginning of episodes in classical narratives, 
and auxiliaries in genres closer to interactional conversation. 

1. Introduction 

The Rusyn language is the only living East Slavic language that has an ac-
tive system of clitics, both pronominal and verbal (auxiliary). In the dialect of 
Rusyn spoken in Novoselycja (hereafter Novoselycja Rusyn, or NR), the sys-
tem of clitics is similar to the one described by Zaliznjak for the Novgorodian 
birchbark documents (Zaliznjak 2004: esp. 185–90) and also for the parts of 
early Russian chronicles reflecting the direct speech of characters (Zaliznjak 
2008). In Old Novgorodian and the direct speech in Old Russian chronicles, 
clitics are placed in a single block after the first stressed word in a clause, or 
after a barrier;1 in the block, clitics are positioned according to their ranks. 

1 Zaliznjak (2008: 47–51) explains this term as follows: a barrier (bar’er, or ritmiko- 
sintaksičeskij bar’er) “chops off” (otčlenjaet) the beginning of a clause so that clitic posi-
tion rules work as if the beginning of the clause did not exist, i.e., clitics are positioned 
after the first stressed word that comes after the barrier (2008: 48); the barrier can 
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This is also the case in NR:2 see, e.g., example (1), where a block of auxiliary 
and pronominal clitics (ys’ my s’a)3 is situated after the first stressed word in a 
clause, and the order of clitics in the block cannot be changed:4

 (1) ta  fúrt  ys’  my  s’a  snylá 
  and all the time aux2SG IDAT reflACC appear in dreamLP.F

  ‘and I dreamed of you all the time’

In the past tense in NR, similarly as in Old Russian, in the 1st and 2nd 
persons stressed subject pronouns and present-tense clitic verbal auxiliaries 
are in complementary distribution. One can hear já pišlá or pišlá m ‘IF went”, 
tŷ pišốw or pišốw ys’ ‘youM went’, mŷ́ pišlý or pišlý s’me ‘we went’, but not *já m 
pišlá, *tŷ́ s’ pišốw, *mŷ́ s’me pišlý5 (see in detail below in section 2.1). The factors 
that influence the choice between the pronoun and the auxiliary in NR or in 

occur only after an entire actant group (aktantnaja gruppa, roughly equivalent to a NP; 
Zaliznjak 2008: 15) or after an entire inserted element, such as a form of address, a 
subordinate clause, a construction including a verbal adverb, etc. (see 2008: 16 about 
inserted elements and 2008: 49 about the possible positions of the barrier.)
2 NR differs from Novgorodian/Old Russian in details (the clitic status of the condi-
tional auxiliary, the rank of the present-tense auxiliary, and some others). There are 
also variations across Rusyn dialects, concerning, e.g., the rank of certain clitics in the 
block, the possibility of a block of clitics appearing after a conjunction, etc. See Browne 
2008 on Vojvodinian Rusyn and Tolstaja 2000, 2012, 2014 on Transcarpathian Rusyn.  
3 The present-tense auxiliary clitics of the 1st and 2nd persons in NR come in two 
versions: they start with a consonant after a final vowel of the previous word and with 
the vowel y after a consonant. Thus the present-tense auxiliaries in NR are: m / ym (1st 
sg.), s’ / ys’ (2nd sg.), s’me / ys’me (1st pl.), s’te / ys’te (2nd pl.).
4 I use the following abbreviations (besides the general NR: Novoselycja Rusyn): 
COND—conditional; LP—l-participle; PAU—paucal form (used with numerals 2–4); 
PPART—passive participle; PR—present tense. Since in NR adjectives and pronouns 
have feminine, masculine, and neuter forms only in the singular, in glosses for these 
parts of speech I use, e.g., tôtú ‘thatACC.F’ rather than ‘thatACC.SG.F’. 
5 The 3rd-person forms of the past tense are formed without auxiliaries.
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other varieties of Rusyn have not been described.6,7 I claim that the distribu-
tion can be explained in terms of discourse. As a rule, a pronoun is chosen to 
code the first appearance of the referent as a subject after a number of clauses 
with other subjects, while the referent mentioned in the previous clause is 
expressed in the current clause by an auxiliary. However, under specific dis-
course conditions a speaker may choose to violate the basic rule. 

1.1. Source of Data and Fieldwork

Rusyn is an idiom with a number of regional varieties. It is viewed in Slo-
vakia, Poland, and Serbia as a minority Slavic language and in Ukraine as a 
dialect of Ukrainian (for more detailed treatment, see, e.g., Pugh 2009: vii–20). 
The materials on which this article is based reflect the variety spoken in one 
location in Ukraine, the village of Novoselycja, Zakarpattja region, Mižhir’ja 
district, Ukraine, where I made recordings in 1987 and 2001–13. 

The data for this article come from a growing corpus of spoken Rusyn 
dialectal texts (currently about 200 thousand word tokens from Novoselycja 
alone) that I am putting together by transcribing and tagging my field record-
ings. Out of this corpus, three texts containing altogether about 20 thousand 

6 Pan’kevyč 1938: 313–14 states (translation mine—E. B.): “The past tense can appear 
in either of two forms: (i) in the descriptive form, with partic. praet. II, without the 
personal pronoun but with the aux iliary iem, which blends with the participle. Often 
the i8 is lost before e: chod|ilem, […] (ii) in the simple form, i.e., only the parcip. praet. 
II, but with a personal pronoun before it: i8a ch|odyl in the Western dialects, i8a chod|yu• 
in the Eastern ones. When the first form, the descriptive one, is used, the 3rd person 
sg. and pl. do not get an auxiliary, but only a personal pronoun or a general subject 
[expressed by a noun? E. B.]: rob|yu• i8em, robyu• i8es’, vîn robyu•, robylys’me, robylys’te, ony 
robyly [note no stress marks in forms after 1st person sg.—E. B.]”. Pan’kevyč makes no 
attempt to explain the difference. Regarding the Rusyn variety spoken in Slovakia, 
Pugh (2009: 140) writes that “there is no real functional difference in Prešov Rusyn 
between, say, ja čital and jem čital,” and then states that Subcarpathian Rusyn (the 
Rusyn language in Zakarpats’ka oblast’ of Ukraine) forms the past tense in exactly 
the same way, except that the auxiliary in plural has an initial je. Other authors, both 
Rusyn and non-Rusyn, do not attempt to explain the difference in usage between the 
two forms either, though they all state the possibility of two forms in the varieties of 
Rusyn they describe. See Harajda 1941: 68–69; Lyzanec’ [Lizanec] 2008: 180–81; Niko-
laev, Tolstaja, and Žuravlev 2001: 52–53; Teutsch 2001: 164–67; Kercha 2004: 137, 139; 
Jabur and Pliškova 2004: 176–77; Fontans’kij 2004: 253–54; Benedek 2004: 271; Ramač 
2004: 299; and Tolstaja 2012, 2014.
7 For a similar system in Old Russian of the oldest period, Zaliznjak describes the 
distribution of auxiliary clitics vs. stressed pronouns in the 1st and 2nd persons, stat-
ing that the auxiliary is a default choice and pronouns occur in a number of syntactic 
positions (at the beginning of a clause, after a preposition, etc.) and in the situation of 
contrast or emphasis (Zaliznjak 2008: 129–33). The NR distribution looks similar. 
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word tokens and recorded in 2011–12 from four informants, three females and 
one male, aged between 69 and 87, were examined for examples and the rest 
were only episodically used. In the texts used in the study, informants were 
asked the general question, “What was life like in olden times?” I listened to 
their answers, trying not to interfere, asking questions only if I did not under-
stand something or wanted more detail. 

1.2. Transcription

The transcription symbols used in the article are listed in Tables 1–2. Their 
corresponding IPA symbols are given in square brackets. The verticle bar (|) is 
used in to denote a pause, which is often a boundary between clauses.

Table 1. Vowels 8

i [i] ü [ü] u [u] 
 y [ı] ŷo [Ѳ] ŷ [ɯ]
ê [ẹ] ô [ọ]
e [e] o [o]

a [a]

I do not mark palatalization on labials, velars, or on č before i. Stress is marked 
by the sign ( ́ ) over the vowel.

Consonant assimilation across a word boundary is indicated by an under-
score. For example, píč bŷ́la ‘the oven was’ is transcribed as pídž_ bŷ́la.

2. Theoretical Background

The mechanisms underlying the differential coding of one and the same refer-
ent have been extensively studied. The large literature on the topic of anaphoric 
reference follows several approaches (see discussion in Huang 2000). The top-
ic-continuity model (Givón 1983, etc.) explains the choice between referential 
expressions by their distance from the first mention of the referent in the text 
and the number of intervening subjects: the further from the first mention 
and the more intervening subjects there are, the more coding material will be 
needed for referring to this subject. The prominence of a referent, however, 
can compensate for the distance. The other model, the hierarchy model (Fox 
1987a, Tomlin 1987, etc.), explains the choice by discourse organization: across 

8 
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the boundaries of discourse units, such as episodes, a more overt form will be 
used than within a single discourse unit. Studies of specific languages often 
combine these two approaches. There is also an approach that explains the 
usage of certain forms by the activation status of the referent in the listener’s 
mind, and thus by the cognitive effort the listener needs to apply to recover 
the referent based on the form used by the speaker (Gundel et al. 1993, Chafe 
1994, etc.). Full forms should be used if the referent is not activated in the lis-
tener’s mind, and reduced forms if it has been recently activated. 

Subject reference has often been studied more often with reference to 
3rd-person ref erents than 1st and 2nd persons. 1st- and 2nd-person reference 
has a number of differences from 3rd person reference. 1st- and 2nd-person 
referents are speech-act participants. From a cognitive standpoint, it is a ques-
tion whether the mental representations of the speaker and the listener are 
activated or not, because the speech act may not be focused on them.9 Also, 
there seems to be a less formal option for expressing 1st- and 2nd-person ref-
erents. Whereas for a 3rd-person referent a full NP is a possibility, for the 1st 
and 2nd person, a full NP can be an option only in a limited number of con-
texts. However, there is often more than one option for the coding of 1st- and 
2nd-person referents: an accented form versus a weakly accented form (as in 
English), a full form versus zero (as in Spanish), a stressed form which is dif-
ferent phonetically from a clitic form (as in French), etc. That is also the case 
with NR, which has two possibilities for referring to the 1st- or 2nd-person 
subject: a stressed pronoun or a clitic auxiliary. It allows one to study the dif-
ferential usage of a more phonetically salient form, a stressed pronoun, and a 
less salient form, a clitic, and the factors influencing this usage.

This paper studies the distribution of the two forms of 1st- and 2nd- 
person reference in the past tense in NR. For modeling the cognitive status 
of the 1st- and 2nd-person referents, I use Olga Yokoyama’s Transactional 
Discourse Model (Yokoyama 1986). According to it, during an exchange the 
speaker and the listener have in mind certain mental representations of re-
ality. Each has their own picture, and their pictures intersect. The speaker 
introduces into this “area of common concern” (denoted as Ca ∩ Cb, the area 
of the intersection of the concern of the speaker, Ca, and the concern of the 
listener, Cb) the speaker introduces new units from the area of their common 

9 E.g., Chafe (1994: 79) states that since the 1st- and 2nd-person referents, as partic-
ipants in discourse, are usually given, i.e., kept in active consciousness by both the 
speaker and the listener, they are most often “verbalized with weakly accented pro-
nouns like I and you.” Later he also notes: “It is interesting to observe that first-per-
son referents, which might be thought active throughout a conversation and therefore 
always given, are sometimes judged by a speaker to have receded into the listener’s 
semiactive state and are thus treated as accessible rather than given. Such cases are 
recognizable from the occurrence of accented I under circumstances where contras-
tiveness is ruled out” (1994: 87).
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concerns. That area also contains certain things from before the beginning 
of the exchange, such as {DEIXIS}, which contains referential knowledge of 
the four items {I, you, here, now} (1986: 32). In terms of other models, these 
elements are activated by being present in the nonlinguistic environment of 
the conversation. Chafe (1994: 86) states that elements activated in this manner 
“may be in the semiactive rather than the inactive state and thus be accessible 
rather than new.” However, at the beginning of a conversation such elements 
are new and active. 

Under certain circumstances, during further conversation certain ele-
ments of {DEIXIS} can be “demoted,” i.e., removed from the area of common 
concern. Yokoyama states: “The originally established {I, you} can be cancelled 
even in interpersonal discourse by any utterance, as soon as the utterance has 
made it clear that the verbal communication that has just taken place is un-
related to the personas of the interlocutors; thus, the utterance ‘A TWA plane 
was hijacked this morning’ is quite likely to cancel the mutual prelinguistic 
awareness of the interlocutors and remove at least {I, you, here} in the case of 
most speakers, while a more personal utterance ‘I have a headache’ does not 
have such a depersonalizing effect” (1986: 33).10 However, Yokoyama does not 
state how and under what circumstances the {I, you, here} can be demoted. 

Apparently, the {I, you, here, now} elements can be demoted from the fo-
cus of common attention when something else—more attention-grabbing—is 
introduced into this focus, as in the example with a hijacked plane. Such an at-
tention-grabber can be provided by a narrative. One starts following the char-
acters in it and momentarily gets distracted from the world at hand. This can 
also be described as an introduction of the referential knowledge of new ele-
ments (characters), together with their time and place, into the focus of com-
mon attention, or more precisely into its subset, {DEIXIS}, which now includes 
{character A, narrated time, narrated place}. The demotion of the elements {I, 
you, here, now} is a consequence of this. 

The narrative usually is concerned with one subject at a time, although 
frequently switching from one subject to another. It is not quite clear how 
many elements the {DEIXIS} can contain during a narrative. If the {DEIXIS} 
contains only activated elements, it will probably contain one protagonist at a 
time and switch them often, unlike the {DEIXIS} during a dialogue that con-
tains both conversation participants.11 When the narrative turns to Character 
B from Character A, the attention of the speaker and the listener switches to 

10 The demotion of {I, you, here} does not happen automatically and totally with the 
introduction of new elements into {DEIXIS}; it is rather a gradual and partial process, 
more like fading than removal. See Yokoyama 1986: 37.
11 Also, “I” as a character in narration may be different from “I” in the {DEIXIS} 
during a dialogue, because the “I” as a character (Goffman’s self-as-protagonist) invokes 
the time and place of the narrated events, not the time and place of communication, 
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Character B and not to themselves. The return from narration to the realm 
of conversation reintroduces the original components {I, you, here, now} into 
{DEIXIS}. So, if a story about soap-opera characters is interrupted by one of the 
interlocutors’ I have a headache, both interlocutors and the world surrounding 
them are reintroduced in the area of common concern. On the other hand, 
demoting a referent from the DEIXIS is possibly gradual and not total.

However, even in narration the attention of the speaker and the listener 
is not always and only focused on the protagonists as new components of 
{DEIXIS}. Yokoyama’s other example cited above, the one about a plane hi-
jacked on the morning of the conversation, is apparently a part of narration 
but nevertheless is not totally devoid of “I” and “you” elements, since the sen-
tence still contains an indication of the relation between the narrated events 
and the time of the conversation, “this morning.” This sentence is a classical 
Labovian orientation at the beginning of a narrative; its function is to anchor 
the events about to be related in space and time (Labov and Waletzky 1997: 
27). After the orientation, when a narrative starts in earnest, the elements “I” 
and “you” may be demoted from the area of concern shared by the speaker 
and listener, as both conversation partners become concerned with the nar-
rated events and the referential knowledge of the protagonist(s). However, 
even during a narrative returning to the time and place of the conversation is 
not only possible but sometimes necessary. A well-formed narrative, as Labov 
and Waletzky state, is not merely a sequence of narrative clauses connected 
with the “a-then-b” relation. Such narratives exist, but they do not sound right 
because their point is not clear, and they are mostly produced by young chil-
dren or by adults with underdeveloped communication skills. To be a real 
narrative, a sequence of narrative clauses needs to include such nonnarrative 
elements as an evaluation of the narrated events by the speaker. An evaluation 
can be located at one place in the narrative, but more often it occurs diffusely, 
in more than one place. An evaluation can be expressed by a number of means, 
but its point is that the narrator introduces his/her judgment (and/or tries to 
show her/himself in a better light), which, depending on the specifics, might 
bring the narrator as a participant in the conversation back into the focus of 
shared attention. Moreover, after the events have been narrated, the narrative 
often contains a final part, which Labov and Waletzky call the coda. The coda 
also provides a connection between the narrated events and the world where 
the narration takes place. Thus, the nonnarrative parts in a narration, such 
as orientation, evaluation(s), and coda, can bring the world of the conversa-
tion back into the speaker and listener’s focus of attention. Meanwhile in the 
narrative “I” and “you” can be demoted and replaced in {DEIXIS} by the new 
characters of the narration. Research on specific languages is needed to deter-

which are connected with the “I” as a narrator (Goffman’s addressing self). It is not quite 
clear how much the activation of one activates the other. 
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mine to what extent they may be absent or present in {DEIXIS} in the narrative 
genre and other genres of discourse. 

Since transitions between the world of conversation and the world of 
narration happen many times even during one narrative, it is plausible that 
the 1st- and 2nd-person referents during the narrative can either linger in 
{DEIXIS} for some time or be slowly and gradually demoted.12 In the follow-
ing, I will examine the 1st and 2nd person of the past tense in NR, comparing 
their status and form to figure out what factors influence the distribution of 
pronouns versus auxiliaries.

The paper is organized as follows. First I describe the general rule for 
choosing one of the two variants, the clitic auxiliary or the stressed pronoun, 
in the past tense in the 1st person. Next I discuss exceptions to the rule: pro-
nouns in the position where an auxiliary would be expected and auxiliaries 
in the position where a pronoun would be expected. Then the 2nd person will 
be treated similarly. After that I briefly describe the formation of the past tense 
in the 3rd person, where no auxiliary clitic exists, so the choice is between an 
overt or silent subject pronoun. Finally a similar issue for the present tense is 
mentioned but not treated in detail. The conclusion sums up the main points 
of the argument. 

3. Past-Tense Forms in NR

3.1. Formation of Past Tense in the Rusyn Dialect of Novoselycja 

As mentioned above, in the 1st- and 2nd-person singular and plural in NR 
there are two possibilities for the formation of the past tense.13 One possibility 
is to use the l-participle of the main verb (agreeing with the subject in gender 
and number) and a subject pronoun indicating person, but no auxiliary:14 

 (2)  a  já  pišlá 
  and INOM goLP.F

  ‘and I went’

12 Using the terminology of Chafe 1994, the 1st- and 2nd-person referents can retain 
their status either as given and active—when a new reference to those referents will 
utilize a less explicit form—or move to a different, less-than-given status, i.e., accessi-
ble and semiactive—when reference to them will use a more explicit form.
13 The pluperfect is formed the same way, with the addition of the l-participle of the 
verb ‘to be’ agreeing in gender and number with the subject; see, e.g., example (11) 
clause 2, example (12) clause 6, etc. 
14 Unless specified otherwise, pronouns and auxiliaries are in boldface where rele-
vant for the argument.
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 (3) mŷ́ ho l’ičýly 
  weNOM heACC treatLP.PL

  ‘we treated it [the dog]’. 

The other option is to use the l-participle of the main verb agreeing with the 
subject in gender and number and the auxiliary enclitic indicating person, but 
no pronoun: 

 (4) vozýw15  ym  kormá 
  transportLP.M aux1SG fodderACC.PL

  ‘I transported fodder’

 (5) w  zymí  s’me  s’a  pibrály 
  in winterLOC.SG aux1PL reflACC takeLP.PL

  ‘in the winter we got married’
 

In the 3rd person no clitic auxiliary exists. The subject can be expressed 
by a noun, a pronoun, or a zero:

 (6) 1. ôhến’  hôríw 
   fireNOM.SG burnLP.M

   ‘The fire burned,’
  2. a  tuj  sperédu | 
   and here in the front
   ‘and there in the front,’
  3. tôtó  kŷpílo 
   thatNOM.N  boilLP.N

   ‘that [i.e., food in a pot] was boiling’

 (7) 1. ta  oná  pak  xodýla  na  žnývo 
   and sheNOM later  goLP.F on  reapingACC

   ‘And later she went to reap the crops,’

15 I call such forms as vozýw l-participles because that is what they are historically, 
even though in the masculine gender currently there is no final l, because l yields w in 
syllable-final position in NR (s’c’íw ‘table’, xodýw ‘he walked’, pyščáwka ‘a kind of flute’, 
etc.) 
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 (7) 2. uže  pak  jak |
   already  later,  as…
   ‘already later, after that,’
  3. ta  Ø | lyšála Ø na  žônú | 
   and  Ø leaveLP.F  Ø on  womanACC 
   ‘and [she] left [her children] with a woman’. 

3.2. 1st Person

My hypothesis that the choice between a subject pronoun or an auxiliary de-
pends on discourse factors is based on the following considerations. 

In the 1st person, the pronoun in NR is used if the subject, together with 
the action or state, is being introduced for the first time, either in the entire 
text or in a long stretch of text; the auxiliary clitic is used otherwise.

 (8) 1.  | a  totó  wže |  w  pjadês’at šốs’t’im | 
   | and that already in  56thLOC.M

   ‘and that [was] already in [19]56;’
  2.  uže  pjádês’at sémŷj  rik  jak  ja  tuj | 
   already 57thNOM.M  yearNOM as INOM here
   ‘it’s already the fifty-seventh year that I am here;’
  3.  ta  mŷ́ hy bŷ… |
   and weNOM as if
   ‘and wePRON as if…’16

  4.  w  zymí  s’me  s’a  pibrály |
   in  winterLOC aux1PL reflACC takeLP.PL

   ‘in the winter weAUX got married,’
  5.  a  vesnốw  ys’me  posadýly |  sês’ú  hrúšu |
   and in-spring aux1PL plantLP.PL  thisACC.F  pear-treeACC

   ‘and in the spring weAUX planted this pear tree.’17

16 This hy bŷ ‘as if’ might be best translated as English “like”: ‘and we, like… in winter 
we got married…’.  
17 A seeming contradiction to the rule in this example (i.e., a pronoun and an aux-
iliary together) is the result of the combination of a fragment (‘and we as if…’) and 
a sentence (‘in winter we got married’), which can be heard on the recording. The 
speaker lengthens ta ‘and’, searching for words, then after hy bŷ ‘as if’ makes a pause, 
abandoning the previous utterance, and then starts a new one. 
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In the example (8), the speaker tells the history of a pear tree growing on 
a slope nearby: she first starts with a fragment “in 1956…”, then she produces 
a short episode about herself, where she uses a 1st-person singular pronoun 
(clause 2). After that, in clause 3, she starts a new episode telling about her and 
her husband’s shared actions (using the 1st-person plural pronoun), but hesi-
tates and uses a filler instead of finishing the clause: ‘and we as if…’. However, 
though the clause is not finished, in the fragment the pronoun introducing a 
new subject has been uttered, and in the next two clauses the speaker uses an 
auxiliary. 

 (9) 1.  …u  lán’c’i  búl’i  sadýly  wšýtko  ta | 
   …in  brigadeLOC potatoesACC plantLP.PL everythingACC and
   ‘[me and my sister together] were in the brigade planting potatoes 

and everything;’
  2.  a  já  pišlá  u  čotŷrynác’c’et’  rốkiw 
   and  INOM goLP.F in  fourteenACC yearsGEN

   ‘and IPRON went when I was fourteen,’
  3.  užé  m  koróvŷ  pišlá  w kolxóz   dôjýty |
   already  aux1SG cowsACC goLP.F in  collective-farmACC  milkINF

   ‘IAUX already went to the collective farm to milk the cows,’
  4.  dôjýla m  pjêt’  rốkiw  koróvŷ | 
   milkLP.F aux1SG fiveACC yearsGEN cowsACC

   do  dêwjatnác’c’it’  rốkiw 
   until 19ACC  yearsGEN

   ‘IAUX milked the cows for five years, until [I was] nineteen,’
  5.  | a  w  dêwjatnác’c’it’  ym  s’a  viddála | 
   | and in  19ACC aux1SG  reflACC  give-awayLP.F

   ‘and at nineteen IAUX got married.’
  6.  taj  tuj  e  witkrŷ́ly  pekárn’u  zrobýly |
   and here here openLP.PL bakeryACC makeLP.PL

   ‘and here, right here they opened a bakery, made it,’
  7.  i ja  u  n’u  náras pišlá  pérša robýty 
   and INOM in  sheACC at once  goLP.F firstNOM.F  workINF

   u  pekárn’u |
   in  bakeryACC

   ‘and I was the first to go there to work, in the bakery’
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 (9) 8.  i  ták  ym  robýla
   and so aux1SG workLPF

   ‘and this way I worked’
  9.  zak  ne  zakrŷ́ly
   until not closeLP.PL

   ‘until they closed it, ‘
  10.  zak ne  pišlá  sês’á  perestrốjka |
   until not goLP.F thisNOM.F perestroikaNOM

   ‘until this perestroika started.’

Example (9) is taken from the life story of the speaker. In clause 1 she talks 
about her and her sister working in the field at a collective farm, then she 
switches to telling her own life story and at first refers to herself with a 1st-per-
son singular pronoun (clause 2). In the next three clauses while talking about 
herself, she uses an auxiliary. In clause 6, she digresses to tell about a bakery 
opened in the village, and when in clause 7 she returns to telling the story of 
her life, she again refers to herself first by a pronoun and then in clause 8 by 
an auxiliary. 

This is what I will call the basic rule for NR: the first mention of a 1st- 
person referent is with a pronoun, and the subsequent mentions in a contin-
uous chain of clauses with the same referent are with auxiliaries. In more 
precise terminology (taken from Schegloff 1996: 450–58) I will call the first 
mention “locally initial position” and subsequent mentions “locally subse-
quent positions”; for NR, a pronoun is, in Schegloff’s terms, a “locally initial 
form,” and an auxiliary a “locally subsequent form.” In these terms, the basic 
rule can be formulated as: 

 (10) In the 1st person of the past tense in NR, pronouns are used in locally 
initial positions and auxiliaries in locally subsequent positions.18 

On the basis of example (9), one could think a pronoun is used if and only 
if a 1st-person subject is reintroduced after clauses with a different subject. 
This is very often the case, but there are examples where a 1st-person pronoun 
is used after clauses with the same 1st-person subject, such as in example (11):

18 This is in accord with Givón’s (1983) principle, reformulated by Huang (2000: 157): 
“Givón’s topic coding-quantity principle: The less predictable/accessible/continuous a 
topic is, the more coding material is used to represent it in language.” This principle 
holds for many languages; see the discussion in Huang 2000. 
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 (11) 1. | já  xodýw  mnóho  pónočy | 
   | INOM goLP.M a lot at night
   ‘I went a lot at night’
  2. užé |  jak  ym  pidn’áw  s’a  na nóhŷ  bŷw
   already  as aux1SG raiseLP.M reflACC on-feetACC beLP.M

   ‘already as I became self-supporting,’
  3. pidr.ís |
   grow-upLP.M

   ‘grew up,’
  4. poženýw  ym  s’a 
   marryLP.M aux1SG reflACC

   ‘got married,’
  5. pryjšốw  tuj  na  sé
   comeLP.M here on  thisACC.N

   ‘came here to this,’
  6. bo  já  ne túj  s’a ródyw  a |  hôr.íw  maj | 
   because INOM not here reflACC  be-bornLP.M but uphill more
   ‘because I wasn’t born here but up there,’
  7. a  túj  pryjšốw  ym  u prýjmŷ | 
   and here  comeLP.M aux1SG in-husband-in-wife’s-houseACC.PL

   ‘and here, I came here as a husband.’

Here, in (11), the speaker starts a narrative about his encounter with a myste-
rious apparition one night many years ago. The narrative begins with a Labo-
vian orientation, specifying the settings for the action. The beginning of the 
story contains not one but two orientation episodes, clauses 1–5 and 6–7. In the 
first orientation episode, the speaker explains when exactly he started riding 
around at night a lot, and then he interrupts himself and starts telling the 
history of his getting married and not taking his wife to his own house, as 
was common, but going to live in her house instead. (Actually, while telling 
the story, he forgot the original story he had started with.) At the beginning 
of both episodes, he refers to himself with a pronoun (clauses 1 and 6),19 even 
though there were no other intervening subjects between the two pronouns. 

19 The speaker also uses a zero reference (neither a pronoun nor an auxiliary) in 
clauses 3 and 5. This is rare, mostly occurring in cases of coordinated clauses after an 
auxiliary. This speaker does this more than others, possibly because he used to live in 
other parts of Ukraine (Donbass) and picked up a “more cultural” way of speaking, 
which he tries to use to impress me, a foreign listener.
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Thus although a 1st-person pronoun tends to be used after clauses with 
a different subject, it can also be used after clauses with the same 1st-person 
subject, i.e., in locally subsequent position. In these cases, the pronoun usage 
depends on how the speaker perceives the story. The speaker may identify a 
certain point of the story as the start of a new episode or as a continuation of 
the current one. In the first case, at this point s/he will use a pronoun; in the 
second case an auxiliary. 

It is known that at the start of an episode many languages tend to use 
a more marked referential expression. Fox (1987a) states that in English lit-
erary discourse at a start of an episode a more salient form, an NP, is often 
used where a less salient form, a pronoun, would be expected. Similar results 
are described by Tomlin (1987). This corresponds with the NR data, where 
in an uninterrupted sequence of 1st-person references a phonetically more 
salient form, a stressed pronoun, may be chosen at the beginning of an epi-
sode, while a less salient form, a clitic auxiliary, tends to be used in the middle 
of it. The problem is what to consider an episode. Intuitively it is easy to say 
what an episode is, but it is not clear how to give a formal definition. An ep-
isode can be defined conceptually as a “semantic unit… governed by a mac-
roproposition or a paragraph-level theme” (Tomlin 1987: 460). In a controlled 
experiment where subjects describe a video or a slide show, as in Tomlin’s 
experiment, the episode boundaries can be defined by the change of a slide. 
In naturally produced speech, however, an episode is harder to recognize, 
and the arbitrariness of the definition of an episode can be a drawback, since 
one is tempted to use circular argumentation. However, there are some guide-
lines for recognizing an episode in discourse. Tomlin, following van Dijk and 
Kintsch (1983), states that in natural discourse major changes in time, place, or 
characters can correspond to episode boundaries. I claim, however, that it is 
often the speaker’s choice to frame a certain chain of events as a new episode 
or as a continuation of an old one. This is similar to Schegloff’s (1996: 452) 
findings about the 3rd-person reference in English: “By use of a locally initial 
reference form a speaker can try to bring off ‘a new departure’ in talk which is 
otherwise apparently referentially continuous with just prior talk.” Schegloff 
also stresses that it is the speaker’s choice in that s/he decides to treat the new 
reference occasion “as a new spate of talk, in which the referent will figure in 
a different way. She embodies this, and incipiently constitutes it, by use of the 
locally initial reference form” (ibid.). Finally, Schegloff addresses the problem 
of circularity, of defining an episode based on reference and then reference 
based on episode. He states this practice is necessarily reflexive, that it “adum-
brates multiple stages in reference composition and reference analysis for any 
given reference for the participants, in which, for example, the second stage of 
the analysis can confirm the first (‘looks like a locally subsequent position; it 
has a locally subsequent form; it is a locally subsequent reference’) or change 
it (‘looks like a locally subsequent position; oops! it has a locally initial form 
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in it; it’s a locally initial reference and we’re into a new sequence/topic’). This 
sort of reflexive relationship between position and what is in the position has 
appeared elsewhere in studies of conversation… and resists reduction to more 
familiar, linear depiction” (1996: 453).

In example (11) we have a case of exactly this. In clause 6 right before 
the 1st-person pronoun the speaker uses a subordinating conjunction bo 
‘because, since’, starting a flashback, a digression, an orientation within an 
orientation.20 he is speaking about the time of his marriage that happened 
before the time when he started to ride a lot at night, and that switch can be 
counted as a major change in time. It is harder to perceive this digression as 
a continuation and not as a start of a new episode.21 Nevertheless, my consul-
tants have noted that the use of an auxiliary here (i.e., bo ródyw ym s’a ne túj) 
would not make the sequence infelicitous. The pronoun is a conscious choice; 
it shows the speaker’s intention in framing his story, in highlighting certain 
parts of it as constituting distinctive episodes and thus worthy of specific  
attention. 

The material contains several more examples where the 1st-person pro-
noun starts a new episode after another 1st-person pronoun: 

20 The conjunction bo by itself does not require a pronoun: cf. (i), where the clause 
with bo has an auxiliary:
 (i) ták  ys’me  s’a  wčóra  narobýly 
  so aux1PL  reflACC yesterday workLP.PL
  ‘we got so tired working yesterday,’
  ščo ja  s’a  i  ne  pereôd’íla  nýč
  that  INOM  reflACC and not redressLP.F nothing
  ‘that I did not even change my clothes,’
  he  taká 
  look suchNOM.F
  ‘look how I am dressed,’
  bo  dúže …  narobýly  s’me  s’a 
  because very workLP.PL aux1PL reflACC
  ‘because we got tired working so hard.’
21 Ariel (1990: 27) states that research in several other languages, including Chinese 
(Li and Thompson 1979) and English (Fox 1987b), has shown that High Accessibility 
Markers can indicate that the previous episode “has not been closed down,” while 
a Low Accessibility Marker shows “the proposition containing the antecedent is 
closed.” That is exactly what we find here for NR: a Low Accessibility Marker, which 
would be a pronoun, is used to indicate the end of one meaningful chunk of narration 
and the beginning of a new one. 
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 (12) 1. a  bába  taká  veselá |
   and old womanNOM suchNOM.F happyNOM.F

   ‘and the old woman [was] so happy,’
  2. ta  sto  rốk’iw  máje | 
   and hundredACC yearsGEN have3SG

   ‘and she is one hundred years old,’
  3. taká  sôbí  veselá  bába 
   suchNOM.F reflDAT happyNOM.F old woman 
   ‘such a happy old woman,’
  4. ws’ó  prykázovala
   everythingACC.N tellLP.F

   ‘she was talking all the time,’
  5. no já  totó  i  ne  rozum’íla 
   but INOM thatACC.N and not understandLP.F

   ‘but I did not even understand that,’
  6. bo  ja  ja  uže  i  ôhlúxla  bŷla  hết | 
   because  INOM  INOM  already  and  get deafLP.F  beLP.F  totally
   ‘because I… I already had gotten totally deaf,’
  7. šo  z’  d’it’mý m  užé  i  ne mohlá  
   that with  childrenINST aux1SG  already and  not canLP.F  
   hovorýty po  telefốnu | 
   speakINF by  telephoneDAT

   ‘so that I couldn’t even talk to my children on the phone.’

Here an almost ninety-year-old speaker says how she saw a celebration 
of the 100th birthday of an old woman on TV. The first pronoun já refers to 
the speaker who is mentioned in the narrative after a certain other subject 
(the 100-year-old woman on TV), so it is in locally initial position. The second 
pronoun ja, which is at first sight in a locally subsequent position, starts a 
new episode that tells about what happened to the speaker at a different time 
(here, how the speaker almost went deaf some time previously). This episode 
is a digression, an orientation in the middle of the story, introduced by the 
conjunction bo ‘since’, and additionally set apart from the story line by the us-
age of the pluperfect tense and by a disfluency (repeating the pronoun twice). 

 (13) 1. to  kolo  ôvếc’  maj  bíl’še 
   that next to  sheepGEN.PL most more
   ‘that most often [happens] next to the sheep,’
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 (13) 2. kolý  víwc’i  he  u  košáru |  ženút | 
   when sheepACC.PL there in  penACC make-goPR.3PL

   ‘when people get sheep into a pen,’
  3. ta  viwčar.í  tam |  vad’  dóma | 
   and  shepherdsNOM there or  home
   ‘so the shepherds [played the alpenhorn], there or at home’
  4. u  nas  tam  de  ja  ródyla s’a  hôr.í
   by usGEN there where INOM be-bornLP.F reflACC uphill
   ‘at our place, where I was born, up there,’
  5. ja  s’a  tam  ródyla 
   INOM reflACC there be-bornLP.F

   ‘I was born there,’
  6. vŷ́šše  jak  bába  tôtá  gŷl’óva 
   higher as old womanNOM thatNOM.F Gyl’ovaNOM

   šče  vŷ́šše  dês’  tam |
    still  higher somewhere there
   ‘higher than that Gyl’ova woman, still higher, somewhere there,’
  7. piw  k.ilómetra  i  nyjé  uže |
   half kilometerGEN and not-bePR.3SG already
   ‘there is less than half a kilometer [from there]’
  8. ta  tam |  tam  i  d’ído  bŷow  hudák | 
   and there there and grandfatherNOM beLP.M musicianNOM

   ‘so it was there, there my grandfather also was a musician,’
  9. i  ws’ó  znaw  totó  robýty |
   and all knowLP.M thatACC.N makeINF

   ‘and he knew how to make all those [instruments].’

In this example, the speaker tells where and when people used to play trembi-
tas (long alpenhorns) but digresses to tell about the place she was born, where 
her grandfather, a musician, could make musical instruments and used to 
teach people to play trembitas. The speaker mentions the place where she was 
born and then starts explaining where exactly that place is, which also consti-
tutes a distinct episode in the story.

The pronoun can also be used after an auxiliary denoting the same ref-
erent, with the same function: the start of an episode. The following example 
is from reported speech. The speaker retells her family member’s account of 
getting food poisoning.
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 (14) 1. áa |  a  kolý  výt’s’i  išlá 
   and…  and when from here goLP.F

   ‘and when she left from here,’
  2. bo  Stepán  podzvonýw  obŷ  jšlá 
   because StepanNOM callLP.M so thatCOND.3SG goLP.F

   ‘because Stepan called [and said] she should go,’
  3. bo |  vín’  prýjde  s  čếx.iw | 
   because heNOM comeFUT.3SG from  CzechsGEN

   ‘because he was coming home from the Czech Republic,’
  4. ta  káže  pryjšlá m |  nó | 
   and sayPR.3SG comeLP.F aux1SG well
   ‘and, she says, I came, and…’
  5. ta  ščí m  káže | 
   and also aux1SG sayPR.3SG

   ‘and also, I have, she says,’
  6. ta  wžé  zhôlôd’n’íla 
   and already get hungryLP.F

   ‘and I had already gotten hungry,’
  7. bo  ráno  nê  íla  jak  išlá | 
   because morning not eatLP.F as goLP.F

   ‘because in the morning she had not eaten when she left,’
  8. ta  pryjšlá  ta  pam.idốru m ….  kaé  rôzr’ízala 
   and comeLP.F and tomatoACC aux1SG sayPR.3SG  cutLP.F

   ‘and she came [home] and I cut up a tomato, she said,’
  9. to  zaprávyla m  pam.idốru |  tai |  ohirếc’ | 
   and dressLP.F aux1SG tomatoACC and cucumberACC

   ‘and I put some dressing on the tomato and a cucumber,’
  10. e  tám  kaé | 
   oh there sayPR.3SG

   ‘on, she says,’
  11. bóže já c’ílu  bốžu  n’íč  ne  spála 
   GodVOC  INOM entireACC.F God’sACC.F nightACC not sleepLP.F

   ‘OMG, I did not sleep the entire night, ‘
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 (14) 12. ták  n’a  káže  žôlúdok  bôl’íw | 
   so IACC sayPR.3SG  stomachNOM acheLP.M

   ‘I had such a stomach ache, she says,’
  13. já dúmala  ká  ščo | 
   INOM thinkLP.F sayPR.3SG that
   ‘I thought, she says, that’
  14. já s’a  kốn’ču |
   INOM reflACC finishFUT.3SG

   ‘I would die.’

The speaker reports another person’s speech as direct speech, only inserting 
the quoting verb káže ‘s/he says’, which can be reduced to kaé or even ká, multi-
ple times (clauses 4, 5, 8, 10, 12, 13), but not changing the 1st-person reference. 
The family member’s reported direct speech starts in clause 4, which contains 
a 1st-person auxiliary. Then the auxiliary is repeated three more times, while 
the speaker, impersonating her family member, explains what and how she 
had eaten. When the most emotional part about the food poisoning and its 
consequences begins in clause 11, the 1st-person referent remains the same. 
But instead of continuing with auxiliaries, the speaker uses pronouns three 
times (including a future-tense; clause 14). In clause 13, after a nonsubject 
1st-person pronoun n’a ‘me’ in the previous clause, theoretically an auxiliary 
could be used (see below), but the speaker chooses a pronoun. In this example 
again the pronoun and not the auxiliary is used in locally subsequent position 
in the most dramatic part of the narrative, apparently to divide the narrative 
into smaller subepisodes, slow it down, and thus add suspense. 

There are also other types of exceptions to the basic rule in (10). Among 
these are auxiliaries occurring after a different subject has been mentioned (in 
a locally initial position). 

First, it is not only 1st-person subject pronouns, but also the 1st-person 
non-subject pronouns that cause the usage of an auxiliary in the subsequent 
clause. Second, an intervening clause with a present-tense form of a verb with 
the same 1st-person subject (which is shown by the agreement in person and 
number in the present tense) can be followed by a clause with an auxiliary 
rather than a pronoun. Example (15) demonstrates both these possibilities:

 (15) 1. to  bŷ́lo  dêjanóstoho  rốku 
   thatNOM.N beLP.N ninetiethGEN.M yearGEN

   ‘that was in 1990,’
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 (15) 2. no  dejanósto péršoho  uže  my  pak |  dály | 
   well ninety-firstGEN.M already IDAT then giveLP.PL

   ‘and in 1991 they already gave me [the disability status],’
  3. bo  dốwhô m  bŷ́la 
   because for a long time aux1SG beLP.F

   ‘because for a long time I was…’
  4. šos’  ne  mohlá  m | 
   somehow not be ableLP.F aux1SG

   ‘for some reason I was not able’
  5. ne  mohlá m  s’a  pi(d)nymáty | 
   not be ableLP.F aux1SG reflACC riseINF

   ‘I was not able to stand up,’
  6. užé  my  zrobýly  bŷly  operáciju 
   already IDAT makeLP.PL beLP.PL surgeryACC

   ‘I had already had surgery,’
  7. užé m  bŷ́la  móže  i  dva  tŷ́žn’i | 
   already aux1SG beLP.F maybe and two weekPAU

   ‘already about two weeks passed [since the surgery],’
  8. no  čým  s’a  pidnymáju 
   but  as soon as reflACC risePR.1SG

   ‘but as soon as I stood up,’
  9. ta  zoml’ivála  m |  ščôs’ | 
   and faintLP.F aux1SG somehow 
   ‘I would faint for some reason.’

Example (15) is from the account of an accident that will be discussed in more 
detail below. In clause 2 there is a nonsubject (dative) 1st-person singular pro-
noun my, and the next clauses contain an auxiliary; similarly there is the same 
dative pronoun my in clause 6 and then an auxiliary in the next clause. There 
is also a 1st-person present-tense form in clause 8 (s’a pidnymáju ‘I pick myself 
up’), followed by the 1st-person auxiliary in the next clause. 

However, there are also cases when an auxiliary occurs after clauses with 
different subjects that also do not contain nonsubject 1st-person pronouns. 
Here are examples:

 (16) 1. … to  skládovaly  s’me  u  mýskŷ  tak.í |
   … thatACC.N storeLP.PL aux1PL in  bowlsACC suchACC.PL

   ‘…we would put it in these bowls.’
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 (16) 2. tô(w)dŷ́ jak  užé  píč  nahôr.íla | 
   then as already ovenNOM get hotLP.F

   ‘Then, when the oven was already hot,’
  3. vŷ́braly  s’me  hrán’ |  u  drúhu 
   take outLP.PL  aux1PL hot coalsACC in  anotherACC.F

   ‘we would take the coals in another one,’
  4. tam  de  vodá  bŷ́la  taká  bóčka
   there where waterNOM beLP.F suchNOM.F barrelNOM

   zamuróvana
   build-inPPART.NOM.F

   ‘there where water was there was a kind of built-in barrel,’
  5. obŷ  vodá  s’a  hr.íla | 
   so thatCOND.3SG waterNOM reflACC warmLP.F

   ‘so that the water would heat,’
  6. pit  tôtú  bóčku  s’me | 
   under  thatACC.F  barrelACC aux1PL

   u  takú  malú  pič |  vŷbyrály  hrán’ |
   in  suchACC.F smallACC.F ovenACC  take outLP.PL  coalsACC

   ‘we put the coals in this small oven under that barrel.’

This is an excerpt from a long description of how the speaker and her cowork-
ers used to bake bread in the village bakery. In clause 1, the speaker refers to 
the bakers with an auxiliary; then there is a clause with the subject píč ‘oven’, 
and in the next clause the 1st-plural auxiliary is used. In the next two clauses, 
4 and 5, the subjects are ‘barrel’ and ‘water’, but after that the 1st-person plural 
subject is again coded with an auxiliary.

This example shows that at times interfering clauses with other subjects 
can be transparent for subject reference. Such transparent clauses represent 
certain digressions after which the speaker returns to the actions of the main 
character(s). However, clauses representing similar types of digressions (in-
troduction of new entities and their descriptions, etc.) can be also followed by 
clauses with 1st-person pronouns, as in examples (17) and (18) below.

 (17) 1. a  w  dêwjatnác’c’it’  ym  s’a  viddála |
   and in  nineteen aux1SG reflACC give awayLP.F

   ‘and at nineteen I got married.’
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 (17) 2. taj  tuj  e  witkrŷ́ly  pekárn’u  zrobýly |
   and here here openLP.PL bakeryACC makeLP.PL

   ‘and here they opened a bakery,’
  3. i ja  u  n’u  náras  pišlá  pérša 
   and  INOM in  sheACC at once goLP.F firstNOM.F

   robýty  u  pekárn’u
   workINF in  bakeryACC

   ‘and I immediately went there, [I was] one of the first to work in 
that bakery.’

 (18) 1. koly  já  pryjšlá  s’udŷ́ za  nevístku | 
   when  INOM  cameLP.F  here  for  daughter-in-lawACC

   ‘When I came here as a daughter-in-law,’
  2. ta  s’óho  sádu  ne  bŷ́lo | 
   and  thisGEN.M gardenGEN not beLP.N

   ‘this garden did not exist,’
  3. taj  sóho  u  bérez’i  ne  bŷ́lo  tuj | 
   and  thisGEN.M  in  slopeLOC not beLP.N here 
   ‘and this one, on the slope, was not here,’
  4. sámoje  kôrčíwl’a  bŷ́lo  sếs’  béreh | 
   onlyNOM.N bushesNOM beLP.N thisNOM.M slopeNOM

   ‘this slope had only bushes,’
  5. ják  vid  nás  vidhorodžéno |
   as from  weGEN fencePPART.NOM.N

   ‘it was fenced off from our land,’
  6. to  nó  je  wže  h.i bŷ  náša  d’il’ánka 
   that  well  bePR.3SG already  as if  ourNOM.F landNOM 
   sês’  bérex |
   thisNOM.M  slopeNOM

   ‘that over there, it is like our land, that slope,’
  7. a  totó  sámoje  kôrčíwl’a  bŷ́lo | 
   and  thatNOM onlyNOM.N bushesNOM beLP.N

   ‘and that, that was only bushes,’
  8. ta ja  pak  is  čôlôwíkom 
   and  INOM  then  with  husbandINST

   ‘and my husband and I,’
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 (18) 9. jak mŷ  s’a  poženýly  dvóje | 
   as weNOM reflACC get marriedLP.PL twoNOM

   ‘as the two of us got married,’
  10. totó  kôrčíwl’a  ws’ó  vŷrúbovaly  vŷ… vertovály 
   thatACC.N bushesACC allACC cutLP.PL uprootLP.PL

   jak  káty  vŷkópovaly  kôr.ín’a |
   how sayINF dig outLP.PL rootsACC

   ‘we chopped out all those bushes, took out the roots, how to say 
it, we dug up the roots.’

It turns out that the choice of pronoun vs. auxiliary after a digression (i.e., 
in locally initial position) is related to the type of text. In classic narratives, 
especially in artistic stories used to impress the listener, the chances of en-
countering a pronoun after a digression are higher. In nonclassic narratives, 
such as habitual narratives, descriptions, arguments, and other types of texts 
that are closer to interaction than to narrative, the auxiliary is more common. 

To demonstrate this, I analyze pronoun versus auxiliary usage in several 
texts. They include classical narrative parts, such as artistic stories, and more 
interactional narratives produced for the occasion, on the spot, in response to 
a listener’s question or springing from the speaker’s own thoughts. Example 
(19) below starts as a classical Labovian narrative, a danger-of-death story. Un-
like the stories Labov studied, this one was not elicited but was volunteered 
by the speaker in the course of telling me about her family. The speaker listed 
her siblings, then started with the story about her father’s death during the 
war, next told the story of her late sister’s death, followed by a brief account of 
her living siblings. Eventually, she started telling me about her own life. After 
talking about her youth (see (9) above), she continued: 

 (19) 1. a jščé  uže  tóho  rốku  dêwjanósto(h)o  rốku |
   and also  already thatGEN.M yearGEN ninetiethGEN.M yearGEN

   ‘and also that year, in 1990,’
  2. zarvály  s’a  na  mn’a  m.iškŷ́ u  pekárny 
   fallLP.PL  aux1PL  on  meACC  sacksNOM  in  bakeryLOC 
   s’imdes’atk.ylốwi |
   seventy-kiloNOM.PL

   ‘70-kilo sacks fell on me in the bakery,’
  3. bo  dốt’i  i  ne  bŷ́lo  m.išk.íw malŷ́x 
   because until then and not beLP.N sacksGEN smallGEN.PL

   ‘because till that time there were no small sacks,’
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 (19) 4. to  têpếr’  uže  je  sorokpjat’k.ilốvi |  piis’át k.ilốvi
   that now already bePR.3SG 45-kiloNOM.PL 50-kiloNOM.PL

    jak.í
   all kindsNOM.PL

   ‘but now there are [also] 45-kilo and 50-kilo sacks,’
  5. a  tôwdŷ́ ws’í  bŷ́ly  tak.í  polotn’án’i  
   and then allNOM.PL beLP.PL suchNOM.PL clothNOM.PL

   velýk.i  m.íxŷ  s’imdês’át k.i(y)lốv[i] 
   largeNOM.PL sacksNOM 70-kiloNOM.PL

   ‘and at that time all the sacks were such large ones, made of cloth, 
70-kilo ones,’

  6. s’imdês’at  k.il  vahŷ́ mály  mukŷ́ | 
   seventy  kilosGEN  weightGEN haveLP.PL flourGEN

   ‘they contained 70 kilos of flour by weight,’
  7. ta  tak  bŷ́ly  naskládovan’i  u  sklád’i | 
   and so beLP.PL storePPART.NOM.PL in  storageLOC

   ‘and they were stacked like that in the storage,’
  8. a ja  n’ičnú  zm.ínu  uže  k.in’čála 
   and INOM nightACC.F shiftACC already finishLP.F

   ‘and I was already finishing the night shift,’
  9. usé  s’me  mály  zakvásku  zrobýty 
   always aux1PL have toLP.PL leavenACC makeINF

   wdếnn’i  z’m.ín’i |
   dayDAT.F shiftDAT

   ‘we always had to make leaven for the day shift.’
  10. ja  pišlá  t’ahnúty  tot  m.ix | 
   INOM goLP.F pullINF thatACC.M sackACC

   ‘I went to pull out this sack,’
  11. a  ony  s’a  vitslojýly 
   and they reflACC peel offLP.PL

   ‘and they came loose’
  12. mốže  jyx  i  dês’at’ vit  s’t’inŷ́ s’ak 
   maybe theyGEN and tenNOM from  wallGEN like this
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   us’í s’ar… [unclear]…
   allNOM.PL [unclear] 
   ‘maybe there were even ten of them, from the wall, like this 

[unclear]’
 (19) 13. ja  uvíd’ila 
   INOM  seeLP.F

   ‘I saw’
  14. ščo  wný  s’a  na  méne  zarŷvájut 
   that theyNOM reflACC on  meACC  fallPR.3PL

   ‘that they are going to fall on me,’
  15. ta ja  t’ikála | 
   and INOM fleeLP.F

   ‘and I fled,’
  16. a  na  drúhômu  bốc’i |  bŷ́ly pus’c’í  m.íxŷ
   and on  otherLOC.M sideLOC beLP.PL emptyNOM.PL sacksNOM

   pôrốz’n’i |
   emptyNOM.PL

   ‘and on the other side there was nothing in them, empty ones,’
  17. ja  s’a  u  totŷ́ m.íxŷ  zapútala 
   INOM reflACC in  thatACC.PL sacksACC tripLP.F

   ‘I tripped on the sacks,’
  18. tam ym  upála 
   there  aux1SG fallLP.F

   ‘I fell there,’
  19. i  wný  mené  tam  dohnály  tôtŷ́ i | 
   and they meACC there  catch up withLP.PL thatNOM.PL  and
   prybýly 
   put downLP.PL

   ‘and they caught me there, those sacks, and pinned me down.’
  20. u  méne  rozrŷ́w  bŷ́́ow | 
   by  meGEN ruptureNOM beLP.M

   ‘I had a rupture,’
  21. kêd’  bym  [vam]  pokazála  wšýtko  u  méne 
   when beCOND.1SG [youDAT.PL showLP.F  allACC.N by  meGEN
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   o tudŷ́ totó 
   there  thatACC.N

   ‘if I could show you everything I had, there like this,’
 (19) 22. no | 
   well
   ‘well,’
  23. u  méne  kŷškŷ́ túj  bŷ́ly  na  kôl’ínax | 
   by  meGEN  gutsNOM here beLP.PL on  kneesLOC

   ‘I had my guts right here on my knees,’
  24. i ja  tohdŷ́
   and  INOM then
   ‘and then I…’
  25. pak  dály  my  drúhu  hrúpu | 
   later giveLP.PL IDAT secondACC.F groupACC

   dêwjanósto péršoho  rốku |
   ninety-firstGEN.M yearGEN

   ‘then they gave me the 2nd grade [of disability status], in 1991,’
  26. ja  vit  tohdŷ́ ne  rốbl’u  u  pekárn[y] |
   INOM from  then not workPR.1SG in  bakeryLOC

   ‘since that time I haven’t been working in the bakery.’
  27. w  m.ižh.ír.u  m  bŷ́la  na  operác’ii 
   in  Mizhhir’jaLOC aux1PL beLP.F on  surgeryLOC

   ‘I had a surgery in Mizhhir’ja,’
  28. čotŷ́ry  s  polovýnow  hódynŷ  m  bŷ́la  na  
   fourACC  with  halfINST hourPAU aux1SG beLP.F  on 
   operác’ii |
   surgeryLOC 
   ‘I was in surgery for four and a half hours,’
  29. tó  s’a  na  mn’í  ws’ó  pry … pirválo  bŷlo |
   thatNOM  aux1PL on  meLOC allNOM.N tearLP.N beLP.N

   ‘everything in me was torn up,’
  30. ta  wŷ́bačte 
   and forgiveIMP.2PL

   ‘and, sorry,’
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 (19) 31. krốw  pišlá  my  bŷla  i  jennŷ́m  bókom  i 
   bloodNOM goLP.F IDAT beLP.F and  oneINST.M sideINST and 
   drúhŷm  tuj  na  m.is’i (mýs’i?) |
   otherINST.M here on sacksACC (?)
   ‘I was bleeding from both sides here on the sacks (?)’
  32. xốt’ila m  umérty  taj | 
   willLP.F aux1SG dieINF and
   ‘I thought I would die, and that would be it,’22

  33. ajbo  ne  umérla | 
   but not dieLP.F

   ‘but I did not die.’
  34. ta  užé | 
   and already
   ‘and already,’
  35. to  bŷ́lo  dêjanóstoho  rốku 
   thatNOM beLP.N ninetiethGEN.M yearGEN

   ‘that was in 1990,’
  36. no  dejanósto péršoho  uže  my  pak |  dály | 
   well ninety-firstGEN.M already IDAT then giveLP.PL

   ‘and in 1991 they gave me [the disability status],’
  37. bo  dốwhô m  bŷ́la 
   because for a long time aux1SG beLPF

   ‘because for a long time I was…’
  38. šos’  ne  mohlá m | 
   somehow not be ableLP.F aux1SG

   ‘for some reason I was not able’
  39. ne  mohlá m  s’a  pi(d)nymáty | 
   not be ableLP.F aux1SG reflACC riseINF

   ‘I was not able to stand up,’
  40. užé  my  zrobýly  b(/)ŷly  operáciju 
   already IDAT makeLP.PL beLP.PL surgeryACC

   ‘I had had an operation,’

22 Or: ‘I wanted to die so that it all would end.’
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 (19) 41. užé  m  bŷ́la  móže  i  dva  tŷ́žn’i | 
   already aux1SG beLP.F maybe and two weekPAU

   ‘already about two weeks passed [since the operation],’
  42. no  čým  s’a  pidnymáju 
   but  as soon as reflACC risePR.1SG

   ‘but as soon as I stood up,’
  43. ta  zoml’ivála  m |  ščôs’ | 
   and faintLP.F aux1SG somehow 
   ‘I would faint for some reason,’
  44. šcốs’ |  ne  znáju  čóho | 
   somehow not knowPR.1SG why
   ‘for some reason, I don’t know why,’
  45. ne  mohlá m  dówho  vidžýty  za  wtó | 
   not be ableLP.F aux1SG long  get betterINF  for  thatACC.N

   ‘I could not recover from that for a long time.’
  46. a  é  óde  u  n’a  gúl’a  e pobýta |
   and here  here  by  IGEN bumpNOM bePR.3SG beatPPART.NOM.F

   ‘and right here I have a swelling, a bump,’
  47. ta  xốt’ily  tuj  r.ízaty 
   and  wantLP.PL here  cutINF

   ‘and they wanted to operate on me here,’
  48. a ja  ne  dála | 
   and  INOM not  letLP.F

   ‘but I didn’t let them,’
  49. bôjála m  s’a 
   be afraidLP.F aux1SG reflACC

   ‘I was afraid.’
  50. é |
   [leave me in peace]
   ‘Let me be.’

The beginning of example (19) up to clause 19 is a simple but very power-
ful oral art, so powerful that it gives the impression that it has been told before 
and polished to impress. As mentioned above, it is a classical Labovian nar-
rative, a sequence of events in the past described in the past tense. It has most 
of the parts that a Labovian narrative is supposed to have: an abstract (clause 
2), an orientation (clauses 1 and 3–9), a complication, a composite unit consist-
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ing of several orientation-complication sets (clauses 10–18), and a resolution 
(clause 19). In this part the 1st-person protagonist is introduced and referred 
to with a pronoun (clause 8, end of orientation), after which the 1st-person 
plural subject (we, the bakers, including the protagonist) is referred to with 
an auxiliary. Clause 10 is the beginning of complicating action, the start of 
a new episode, so in it the 1st-person singular protagonist is referred to by a 
pronoun. Then comes a dynamic and dramatic account of the protagonist’s 
actions in trying to escape the falling sacks of flour, described almost as living 
evil beings (‘they caught me and pinned me down’). The account is structured 
as one or more actions of the protagonist followed by the actions of the other 
party, the flour sacks (‘I went… and they came loose; I saw that they…, I fled…, 
I tripped…, I fell… and they caught up with me and pinned me down.’)23 The 
speaker describes herself as initiating actions, and the sacks as reacting to 
her. Therefore, her actions are shown as starting several subepisodes.24 The 
clauses describing the actions of the speaker contain the 1st-person pronoun 
four times (in clauses 10, 13,25 15, 17). Of these, clause 10 represents the begin-
ning of a new episode; clauses 15 and 17 might have had an auxiliary accord-
ing to the judgment of other native speakers. However, both have a pronoun. 
The reason for excessive pronoun use here, as in examples (11) and (12) above, 
is that each of these pronouns starts a small episode in the story. This usage 
is an artistic device characterizing the most dramatic part of the narrative. 
Dividing the story into many episodes builds suspense. 

Thereafter, in clauses 20 and further, the story shifts from a narrative to 
a series of stacked short descriptions (clauses 20–23, 46) and digressions from 
the timeline (27–28, 29–31, 32–33, 37–45, 47–49). Here, the speaker refers to her-
self mostly with an auxiliary, except for clause 48. Of course, for many clauses, 
a previous clause contains an auxiliary or a nonsubject 1st-person pronoun, 
so an auxiliary is expected. However, it is noteworthy that the speaker does 
not take advantage of the opportunity to use a pronoun when a new episode 

23 It is noteworthy that all the actions of the sacks are also described by clauses con-
taining overt 3rd-person pronouns (clauses 11, 14, 19). The rules for 3rd-person overt 
vs. zero subject are in a way similar to the rules for the 1st-person overt vs. zero sub-
jects: in the 3rd person, the first mention is usually a noun, the second mention, a 
personal pronoun, the third mention, a zero (see below, section 3.4). The fact that here 
the speaker uses an overt 3rd-person pronoun and not a zero indicates that the sacks’ 
actions, similarly to the protagonist’s actions, are presented as distinct episodes. 
24 An alternative explanation of the pronoun usage here is that there is a doubly dif-
ferent contrast between the protagonist and the sacks, and between the actions of the 
two entities. Contrast in many languages requires the usage of a more overt expres-
sion. However, contrast does not explain the pronoun in clause 17. 
25 The end of clause 12 cannot be heard clearly on the recording. Therefore I cannot 
tell if the following clause, 13, theoretically could also have had an auxiliary.
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starts. Apparently, pronoun usage is a less common strategy in a nonnarrative 
oral discourse.26

Another example of a speech act containing both an artistic, classical nar-
rative and a more interactional type of speaking is (20), recorded from a dif-
ferent speaker in 1987: 

 (20) 1. |…| 
  2. brály  sme  búl’i | 
   takeLP.PL aux1PL potatoesACC

   ‘We were digging potatoes,’
  3. ta  užé  sme  povŷbyrály  ws’údŷ 
   and already  aux1PL harvestLP.PL everywhere
   ‘and we had already dug them everywhere,’
  4. a  bŷ́lo  u  nás  yščé  u  póly  bul’  málo | 
   and beLP.N by  weGEN  also in  fieldLOC potatoesGEN a little
   ‘and we still had some potatoes in the field,’
  5. a  bŷ́la  u  n’á  d’itýna  malá | 
   and  beLP.F  by  meGEN  babyNOM  littleNOM.F

   ‘and I had a little baby,’
  6. a  dóma  tréba  kvákŷ  mŷ́katy | 
   and at home necessary turnipsACC pull outINF

   ‘and at home we had some turnips to pull out,’
  7. bo  kvákŷ  bŷ́ly | 
   because  turnipsNOM beLP.PL

   ‘because we had turnips,’
  8. ják  totó  po  vášômu  kážut |  no | 
   how thatACC.N by  yourDAT.M sayPR.3PL see
   ‘what do they call them in your language, huh?’ 
  9. po  nášômu  kvákŷ | 
   by  ourDAT.M  turnipsNOM

   ‘in our language it’s kvaky.’ 

26 This is true for artistic oral stories vs. less spontaneous oral genres in other lan-
guages as well. Clancy (1980: 176, fn. 10), notes that “Hinds and Hinds (1979) found 
that in traditional Japanese folktales ‘ellipsis is blocked across episode boundaries.’ In 
unplanned oral narratives, this is only a tendency rather than a rule; perhaps a greater 
attempt is made to mark episode boundaries explicitly in written narratives.”
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 (20) 10. ta já  pišlá  mŷ́katy  kvákŷ | 
   and  INOM goLP.F pull outINF turnipsACC

   ‘So I went to pull turnips,’
  11. wz’ála  m  d’itýnu  s  sôbốw | 
   takeLP.F aux1SG babyACC with  reflINST

   ‘I took the baby with me,’
  12. ta  položýla m  na  zếml’u | 
   and  putLP.F  aux1SG on  groundACC

   ‘and put [the baby] on the ground,’
  13. postelýla  m.íx  ta  položýla  m  d’itýnu  tám | 
   spreadLP.F sackACC and  putLP.F aux1SG  babyACC there
   ‘I spread a sack and put the baby on it,’
  14. a  pac’átko  malóje  bŷ́lo  u  nas  ta | 
   and pigNOM smallNOM.N beLP.N by  weGEN and
   ‘and we had a young pig,’
  15. koxály  mŷ  totó  pac’á 
   raiseLP.PL weNOM thatACC.N pigACC

   ‘we fed this pig,’
  16. ta  ws’ó je…  vŷopuščály  sme 
   and always  let outLP.PL  aux1PL

   ‘and we always let it out,’
  17. oták  xodýlo  pô  dvôrú | 
   like this walkLP.N by  yardDAT

   ‘it was walking in the yard like this.’
  18. pišlá  ja 
   goLP.F INOM

   ‘I went,’
  19. ta  burakŷ́ totŷ́ kvákŷ  mŷ́kaju  ta 
   and beetsACC thatACC.PL turnipsACC pullPR.1SG and 
   mŷ́kaju |
   pullPR.1SG

   ‘and I am pulling and pulling these beets, I mean, turnips,’
  20. ájbo  túj  yšče (?)  na  dốžč  zaládžuje 
   but here also on  rainACC  makePR.3SG

   ‘and here it looks like it’s going to rain,’
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 (20) 21. takŷ́j  dóšč  xóče  pádaty | 
   suchNOM.M rainNOM wantPR.3SG fallINF

   ‘rain will fall,’
  22. a  já  skóro  dýwl’u 
   and INOM fast seePR.1SG

   ‘and I quickly look,’
  23. wbým  poxvatála  kvákŷ  ta  pometála
   so thatCOND.1SG grabLP.F turnipsACC and  throwLP.F

   na  jámu  tam  püt  str.íxu | 
   on  pitACC  there  under  roofACC

   ‘to grab all the turnips and throw them into the pit under the roof 
there,’

  24. a  d’itýna  sôbí  spýt  taj  spýt | 
   and babyNOM reflDAT sleepPR.3SG and  sleepPR.1SG

   ‘and the baby is sleeping calmly,’
  25. a  pac’á  tudŷ́ xódyt | 
   and pigNOM there goPR.3SG

   ‘and the pig is walking there.’
  26. ráz  začáw  dốždž  užé  pádaty velýkŷj |
   suddenly startLP.M rainNOM already fallINF largeNOM.M

   ‘Suddenly, a huge rain started,’
  27. já  püšlá  d’itýnu  bráty | 
   INOM goLP.F babyACC takeINF

   ‘I went to take the baby,’
  28. a  pac’á  d’itýnu  o tudŷ́ hét  ôbbolót’anylo | 
   and pigNOM babyACC here here all make dirtyLP.N 
   poobrŷválo 
   tear offLP.N

   ‘and the pig had smeared dirt on the baby, pulled off [its head 
kerchief],’

  27. us’ó  bolót’ane 
   allNOM.N dirtyNOM.N

   ‘everything is dirty,’
  28. ták  platók  issúnulo | 
   this way kerchiefACC pushLP.F

   ‘so the pig pulled the kerchief off,’
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 (20) 29. tújkŷ  pốwno 
   here a lot
   ‘here is a lot…’
  30. d’itýna  spýt 
   babyNOM sleepPR.3SG

   ‘the baby is asleep,’
  31. a  túj  pốwno  vodŷ́ na  očáx | 
   and here a lot of waterGEN on  eyesLOC

   ‘and there is a lot of water on its eyes.’
  34. iôj  já  jak  s’a  napúdyla | 
   oh INOM how reflACC get scaredLP.F

   ‘Oh how I got scared!’
  35. d’itýnu  xvátyla | 
   babyACC  grabLP.F

   ‘I grabbed the baby,’
  36. ta  ščás’c’a 
   and luckNOM

   ‘and it is lucky’
  37. ščo  ne  vitkusýlo  pac.á  n’íz_  d’itýn’i | 
   that not bite offLP.N pigNOM noseACC babyDAT

   ‘that the pig had not biten the baby’s nose off.’
  38. totó  bŷ́lo  móje  ščás’c’a | 
   thatNOM.N beLP.N myNOM.N good luckNOM

   ‘that was my good luck!’
  39. tak.í  bŷ́ly  horazdŷ́ | 
   suchNOM.PL beLP.PL good lifeNOM

   ‘such was our good life.’
  40. tat’  kudŷ́ m  išlá |
   but wherever  aux1SG

  goLP.F

   ‘and wherever I went…’
  41. | ta  iščy  j  tót  sŷ́n  ščo  óde  kolo 
   | and  also  and  thatNOM.M sonNOM that  here near 

   úžhôrôdu ta |
   UzhhorodGEN and
   ‘and also that son who is here near Uzhhorod, ‘
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 (20) 42. péršu  d’itýnu  mály 
   firstACC.F babyACC haveLP.PL

   ‘they had their first baby,’
  43. ta  u  kôlxốz’i  m  búl’i  sadýla  ta | 
   and  in  collective farmLOC aux1SG potatoesACC plantLP.F and
   ‘and at the collective farm I planted potatoes, and’
  44. is  sôbốw  ym  d’itýnu  nosýla  ták  jak 
   with  reflINST aux1SG babyACC carryLP.F so as
   svốju |  it  kôlhôs’k’i  rôbốt’i |
   one’s ownACC.F  to  collective farm’sDAT.F workDAT

   ‘I took the baby to the collective farm to work, so as I used to take 
my own,’

  45. támkŷ  sme vŷ́vezly 
   there aux1PL take outLP.PL

   ‘we would take it there,’
  46. malến’ka  u  nas  kolŷ́sočka  bŷ́la | 
   smallNOM.F by  usGEN cradleNOM beLP.F

   ‘we had a little stroller,’
  47. ta  na  póly  stojála 
   and on  fieldLOC standLP.F

   ‘so it was standing on the field,’
  48. a  já |  d’itýnu  vŷ́nesu  u  kolŷ́sôčku  pôlốžu 
   and INOM babyACC take outPR.1SG in  cradleACC putPR.1SG

   ‘and I would take the baby out, put it in the stroller,’
  49. ta  tám  izo  mnốw  c’ilŷj |  dố pô  pốlun’n’u 
   and there with  meINST wholeACC.M until  after  noonDAT

   ‘and it is with me for the whole morning, till afternoon,’
  50. dok  ne  vŷ́jdut  iš_  škólŷ | 
   until not comePR.3PL from  schoolGEN

   ‘until [its parents] come from school,’
  51. a  tohndŷ́ vŷ́jdut  ta  zabérut  vat’ | 
   and then comePR.3PL and takePR.3PL or
   ‘and then they would come and take it, or’
  52. vad’  d’ído  beré  ta  nesé  dôm.í 
   or old manNOM takePR.3SG and takePR.3SG  home
   ‘or my husband would take it and bring it home,’
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 (20) 53. ta  užé  vŷ́jdut 
   and already comePR.3PL

   ‘and they would come,’
  54. ta  tohdŷ́ i  wžé  im  lýšyt |
   and  then  and already  themDAT leavePR.3PL

   ‘and then he would leave it with them,’
  55. ta  dóma  pôud’íluje 
   and at home take care of cattlePR.3SG

   ‘and at home he would tend the cattle.’
  56. ta  ták  mŷ  s’a  múčyly c’íloje
   so this way weNOM reflACC tortureLP.PL wholeACC.N

    žyt’t’á  móš  kazáty  e |
    lifeACC can sayINF come on
   ‘so we were suffering this way our whole lives, one can say. Come 

on,’
  57. mên’í  léxko  nýgda  ne  bŷ́lo |…| 
   meDAT  easy never not beLP.N

   ‘I never had it easy.’

In the passage from which this excerpt is taken, the speaker started 
talking about how she used to take young children to the field, and then she 
had me turn off the recorder and asked if the story she was about to tell was 
appropriate for recording. I confirmed that it was and turned the recorder 
back on. The speaker immediately starts a story about the pig and the baby, 
which again sounds as if it has been rehearsed and repeated several times. It 
is also a classical narrative. It is interesting that at the very beginning of the 
orientation, before the first narrative clause, the 1st-person plural referent (the 
speaker and her family) is referred to with an auxiliary, not a pronoun. In the 
first narrative clause, 10, the speaker refers to herself with a pronoun, and 
she also does so in the clauses beginning new episodes: 18, 22 (although it is 
not in the past tense), 27, and 34. In clause 15, the speaker and her family are 
also referred to with a pronoun, for the same reason. After referring to her-
self with a pronoun, in an uninterrupted sequence (clauses 11–13) the speaker 
codes subsequent mentions of herself, as expected, with auxiliaries. There are 
also clauses 18 and 27 where the speaker refers to herself with a pronoun af-
ter clauses with other subjects. However, the intervening clauses (14–17 and 
24–26) can be understood as digressions, and therefore an auxiliary would be 
also possible. The speaker apparently chooses pronouns to start new episodes 
in her story. The story ends in clause 39 with a coda evaluating the hard life 
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the speaker used to have. Then, the speaker adds several more episodes to 
support her idea that it was not at all easy to combine childcare with work in 
the field. In these episodes, which do not constitute a classical narrative but 
are habitual narratives describing typical actions with imperfective verbs in 
the past tense or with verbs in the present or future tenses, the speaker refers 
to herself (and to herself together with her husband) with auxiliaries, though 
once, in clause 48, at the beginning of an episode, she uses a pronoun. At the 
end, when she concludes the idea that her (and her husband’s) life was not 
easy, in clause 56, she uses a pronoun again. In this example, as in the previ-
ous one, in locally initial position, pronouns are more likely to occur in clas-
sical narrative, in an artistic story, as stylistic devices to mark beginnings of 
new episodes, and auxiliaries are more likely to occur in the parts represent-
ing other types of narrative, though pronouns at the beginning of an episode 
are not excluded. 

The next example is not a classical narrative, but a habitual one—a story 
about bread baking: 

 (21) 1. E. B.: roskaž.ite jak žýly kolys’27

   ‘tell me how you used to live in the olden times,’
  2. jak | xl’íb peklý dawnó šče na dróvax | 
   ‘how you/they used to bake bread, long ago, using firewood’
  3. S:  no  tak  davnó |  xl’íp  peklý  na | 
    well so long ago breadACC bakeLP.PL  on…
   ‘Well, long ago, they/we baked bread on…’
  4. drŷvá  kolóly  tak’í  metrôwí 
   firewoodACC chopLP.PL suchACC.PL 1 meter longACC.PL

   dốwh.i |  ta | 
   longACC.PL  and
   ‘we/they chopped firewood, such long pieces, one meter long, 

and’
  5. napál’ovala  s’a  píč | 
   get hotLP.F reflACC ovenNOM

   ‘an oven would be heated,’
  6. no  xl’íp  s’a  m.isýw  rukámy | 
   well breadNOM reflACC kneadLP.M handsINST

   ‘well, the bread would be kneaded by hand,’

27 I do not give a morpheme-by-morpheme analysis of my own utterances.
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 (21) 7. tak  he  s’ak  kurtá  bŷ́la  kófta 
   so look  like this shortNOM.F beLP.F jacketNOM

   bez  rukawíw | 
   without  sleevesGEN

   ‘look, there would be a jacket without sleeves, like this,’
  8. i  tak  rúkŷ  ws’í  bŷ́ly  u  t’ístovy
   and like this armsNOM allNOM.PL beLP.F in  doughLOC

   ‘and your arms would be covered in dough up to here.’
  9. E. B.: a čým pryčyn’ály? | 
   ‘and what would you use as leaven?’
  10. S:  dr.íž’d’ž’amy | 
    yeastINST

   ‘With yeast.’
  11. robýly  s’me  zakvásku  takú | 
   makeLP.PL aux1PL leavenACC suchACC.F

   ‘we would make a kinf of a leaven,’
  12. tám  ysme  robýly  tak 
   then aux1PL makeLP.PL so
   ‘then we would do the following:’
  13. l’l’ály s’m.i_ p.at’  v’ídr.iw  wodŷ́ | 
   pourLP.PL  aux1PL fiveACC bucketsGEN waterGEN

   iy  tam  k.ílo  dr.íž’d’ž’iw | 
   and there  kiloACC yeastGEN

   ‘we would pour in five bucketfuls of water, and there was also a 
kilo of yeast,’

  14. i  tak  pryčyn’ály  s’me  kvas  na  trý  hódynŷ | 
   and so makeLP.PL aux1PL leavenACC for  threeACC hourPL

   ‘and so we would work the leaven for three hours,’
  15. tôwdŷ́ u  trý  hódynŷ  dôbavl’ály  s’m.i_  s’il’ 
   then in  threeACC hourPAU addLP.PL aux1PL saltACC

   ‘then in three hours we would add salt,’
  16. | i  cúkru  málo  dawnó  davály  u  xl’íp | 
   | and sugarGEN a little  long ago addLP.PL in  breadACC

   ‘and long ago they would also add some sugar in bread,’
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 (21) 17. i  tohdŷ́ s’me  pidm.íšovaly | 
   and then  aux1PL mixLP.PL

   ‘and then we would add flour.’
  18. jak  užé  vŷ́kŷslo | 
   as already leavenLP.N

   ‘when it has already leavened,’
  19. tôwdŷ́ s’me  formovály | 
   then aux1PL formLP.PL

   ‘then we would form loaves,’
  20. pô  k.ílu |  po  k.ílo  dv’ís’t’i t’ísta  s’me  klály 
   by  kiloDAT by  kilo  two hundred doughGEN aux1PL putLP.PL

   na  vahú | 
   on  scaleACC

   ‘we would put on the scale a kilo or a kilo and two hundred 
grams of dough,’

  21. i  káždŷj  s’me  xl’íp  vážyly  t’ísto 
   and everyACC.M aux1PL breadACC weighLP.PL doughACC

   ‘and we would weigh every loaf, the dough for it,’
  22. i  tôdŷ́ s’me  kacá…  val’ály  tak | 
   and  then  aux1PL roll…  rollLP.PL like that
   ‘and then we would roll… roll it like this,’
  23. to  skládovaly  s’me  u  mýskŷ  tak.í | 
   thatACC storeLP.PL aux1PL in  bowlsACC suchACC.PL

   ‘then we would store them in these bowls,’
  24. tô(w)dŷ́ jak  užé  píč  nahôr.íla | 
   then  as  already ovenNOM get hotLP.F

   ‘then, when the oven was hot,’
  25. vŷ́braly  s’me  hrán’ |  u  drúhu 
   take outLP.PL aux1PL hot coalsACC in  otherACC.F

   ‘we would take the hot coals in a different…’
  26. tam  de  vodá  bŷ́la  taká  bóčka 
   there where waterNOM beLP.F suchNOM.F barrelNOM

   zamuróvana 
   put in wallPPART.NOM.F

   ‘there where was water, there was such a barrel set into the wall,’
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 (21) 27. obŷ  vodá  s’a  hr.íla | 
   so thatCOND.3SG waterNOM reflACC warmLP.F

   ‘so that the water would heat,’
  28. pit  tôtú  bóčku  s’me | 
   under  thatACC.F  barrelACC aux1PL

   u  takú  malú  pič |  vŷbyrály  hrán’ |
   in  suchACC.F smallACC.F ovenACC  take outLP.PL  coalsACC

   ‘under that barrel, we put the coals in a small oven.’
  29. a  tám  ys’me  ul’l’ály  u  tázyk  vodŷ́ | 
   and  there aux1PL pourLP.PL in  bowlACC waterGEN

   ‘and there we would pour water in a bowl,’
  30. ta  pi(ü)wm.išká  rozdy(e)rály  takóho  polot(ъ)28n’ánoho | 
   and  half a sackGEN tearLP.PL suchGEN.M clothGEN.M

   ‘and we would tear up half of a cloth sack,’
  31. ta  wjazály  na  takú  dốwhu |  trymêtrốvu 
   and tieLP.PL on  suchACC.F longACC.F three-meter-longACC.F

   tŷ́cku | 
   stickACC

   ‘and tie it on a three-meter pole,’
  32. i  tak  ysme  mocýly  u  totó 
   and so aux1PL wetLP.PL in  thatACC.N

   ‘and so we would wet it in that,’
  33. j  tak |  vŷm.itály  s’me  úhl’a  pyl’ 
   and so sweep awayLP.PL aux1PL coalsACC dustACC 
   tôtú  s  péčy | 
   thatACC.F  from  ovenGEN

   ‘and so we would sweep (those) coals, that dust, from the oven, ‘
  34. no  tôwdŷ́ s’me 
   and  then aux1PL

   ‘and then we would…’

28 Here the speaker pronounces the cluster tn not as one sound, a prestopped nasal 
[tn] where the dental closure does not get released but the air starts flowing through 
the nasal cavity, but as a sequence of two dental consonants, t and n, separated by a 
very short vowel of unclear quality. This pronunciation occurs in NR also in some 
other speakers’ speech, usually at morpheme boundaries.
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 (21) 35. wžé  tak’í  dốwh’i  lôpátŷ  bŷ́ly  
   already suchNOM.PL longNOM.PL shovelsNOM beLP.PL

   derêwl’án’i |
   woodenNOM.PL

   ‘there were these long wooden shovels,’
  36. šo s’ak  vŷbŷvály  na  lopátu
   that like this put out of the formLP.PL  on  shovelACC

   ‘that we would put it out of the form on the shovel like this,’
  37. j  tudŷ́ takốw  dốwhôw  klály  s’me  tak | 
   and there suchINST.F longINST.F putLP.PL aux1PL like this 
   u  r(i)adŷ́ tak.í |
   in  rowsACC suchACC.PL

   ‘and there [in the oven], we would put it on such a long [shovel], 
in such rows.’

This story was told by the speaker at the very beginning of a two-hour 
interview. The story is in answer to my standard opening interview ques-
tion: “How did people long ago live, work, bake bread using firewood?” The 
speaker at first does not know what exactly she wants to say. She starts talking 
about baking bread, but she is still not sure about how much I know about the 
process and how detailed her account should be. She starts at a slower pace, 
explaining the bread-baking process responding to the cues in my question. 
First she gives more detail about heating the oven with firewood, which I have 
mentioned in my question, and then proceeds to describing bread kneading. 
At that time, she avoids mentioning the people participating in the process, 
and she answers using impersonal 3rd-person plural constructions ([they] 
baked bread, [they] chopped firewood), and then, passive constructions (the 
oven was heated, the bread was kneaded). However, after my question, “How 
did you/they make it [the bread] rise?” the speaker sees I know something 
about baking and makes a decision about how she is going to proceed with 
her narrative. Her intonation becomes more conversational, and her pace 
slightly faster. She also switches to the active construction with the 1st-person 
plural subject ‘we’, that is, herself and other bakers in the village bakery. From 
there on she refers to the bakers 18 times, and all these times she uses only 
auxiliaries, though there were several places where she could have started a 
new episode. She perceives her account as part of an interaction, as an answer 
to my question. This is the core environment for an auxiliary. 

The character of reference in NR, therefore, appears to depend, at least 
partially, on the oral genre. The oral texts on which this paper is based, as 
mentioned before, represent mostly the varieties of one genre: narrative. They 
contain long monologues of speakers answering my questions. I was trying 
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to say a bare minimum just to keep the conversation rolling, so as not to in-
terfere. A different genre, interactional conversation, occurred very rarely in 
these texts. However, on other occasions I had permission to record a conver-
sation between two or more native speakers. These recordings showed that 
conversations fall into at least three categories from the point of view of in-
teraction. Sometimes participants would go on with telling their own stories 
regardless of other participants’ interruptions; sometimes they would listen 
to cues in each other’s words, starting their own stories on similar topics and 
comparing and contrasting their own experiences with those of their collo-
cutors (e.g., boasting or complaining); and sometimes they would hear each 
other and exchange information to immediately coordinate actions. This last 
type is closest to what Chafe (1994: 196) calls “immediate mode,”29 “when peo-
ple verbalize experiences that are directly related to their immediate environ-
ments.” An example of that in NR is when a person comes through the door 
and, even without saying hello, says to one of the four people inside: 

 (22) 1. mámo 
    momVOC

   ‘Mom,’
  2. prynésla  m  s’íno  s  pit  k.izlá 
   bringLP.F aux1SG hayACC from  under  haystackGEN

   ‘I have brought hay from under the haystack,’
  3. ščo  upálo 
   that fallLP.N

   ‘that had fallen,’
  4. ta  óde  m |  rostr’ásla
   and  here/now  aux1SG spreadLP.F

   ‘and I have spread it here.’

This type of conversation is interactional. It is an account of one’s actions, 
specifically recent ones, made to coordinate with future actions. It is listener 
oriented (at the very beginning of this excerpt there is a vocative form attract-
ing the specific listener’s attention). It refers to actions that are close in time 
and space (in this example the speaker uses óde which can mean both ‘here’ 
and ‘just now’). From the point of view of the 1st-person reference, it contains 
auxiliaries, not pronouns, even at the beginning of the interaction (in locally 
initial position). That can be because the 1st-person referent is activated by 
the nonlinguistic environment (or in Yokoyama’s terms, the area of common 

29 As opposed to “displaced mode,” the mode of remembering and imagining (Chafe 
1994: 196), i.e., the mode of narrative. 
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concern of both the speaker and listener) contains the DEIXIS subset with the 
referential knowledge of {I, you, here, now}, not only before but also during 
the exchange. In conversation the collocutors are at the center of attention. Be-
cause of that, the locally subsequent form, an auxiliary, is used even in locally 
initial position. It is this type of interaction that is on one end of a continuum 
on the other end of which are artistic stories, i.e., narratives with verbs in the 
past tense and perfective aspect that are told to produce an effect on the lis-
tener—but not to elicit actions on her/his part—while describing the actions of 
a first-person character who is remote in time and space, the self-as-protago-
nist. Even during one speaking event, the speaker moves between these two 
ends of the scale, depending on how s/he perceives her/his goals and means. 
The choice of the 1st-person reference, of pronouns or auxiliaries among other 
factors, signals the current position of the speaker on this continuum. While 
the main rule in (10) generally applies in all modes, it can be bent or violated 
depending on the mode: in storytelling modes pronouns can be used more 
often to signal beginnings of episodes, while in interactional modes auxil-
iaries can be used more often to signal that the speaker’s mental representa-
tion remains in the area of common concern of the collocutors even while the 
speaker is talking about other things. 

3.3. 2nd Person 

There are very few instances of the 2nd-person subject in the past tense in the 
material. The contexts where they occur do not mirror the contexts for the 1st 
person. For the 2nd person in the past tense classical narratives are rare: the 
speaker usually is not telling the listener things that happened to the latter. 
The most commonly occurring contexts for the 2nd person in the past tense 
are (i) questions and (ii) uses of the generic 2nd person denoting ‘you, or any 
person in your situation’ or the ‘you’ that in English can be substituted by 
‘one’ in hypothetical narrative. 

3.3.1. Questions

In questions the speaker tries to solicit information from the listener. Ques-
tions of course are asked in conversation when the representations of both the 
speaker and the listener are within the area of their common concern. 

In questions the same basic rule applies as for the 1st-person reference: 
pronouns occur in locally initial positions and auxiliaries in locally subse-
quent positions. However, some questions in the material contain auxiliaries 
in locally initial positions. The material shows that when the speaker aban-
dons what s/he was talking about and starts to question the listener hoping to 
get an answer, i.e., when a narrative turns into a conversation, the questions 
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tend to contain a pronoun in a locally initial position. Those that only request 
a confirmation of understanding, after which the speaker continues to talk 
about the previous topic, tend to contain an auxiliary. 

 (23) 1.  S.: | taj  málo  mu  hy  pittrúčovaly  tak  id hốri 
    | and a little  heDAT as if pushLP.PL so up
   ‘and they, so to speak, pushed it up a little to him’
  2.  obŷ  tot  hôrí  mix_  t’ahnúty | 
   so thatCOND.3SG thatNOM.M up there canLP.M pullINF

   ‘so that the one on the top could pull it;’
  3.  taka pylá | 
   suchNOM.F sawNOM

   ‘such a saw;’
  4.  ne  výd’ily  s’te  jak  drŷvá  rížut 
   not seeLP.PL aux2PL  how firewoodACC cutLP.PL

   s’ak  tôbí  mên’í |
   like this youDAT.SG IDAT

   ‘have youAUX.2PL seen how people cut firewood? like this, towards 
you, towards me?’

  5.  E. B.: takú vídila 
   ‘I’ve seen such [a saw].’

  6.  S.: | no  totó  sámo  taká  lyšé  maj  
    | well thatNOM.N exactly suchNOM.F only  more
   velýka
   largeNOM.F

   ‘well, exactly such [a saw], only a bit bigger’
  7.  ta  ínšaki  u  néji  tuj  zúbŷ  bŷ́ly | 
   and suchNOM.PL by  sheGEN here teethNOM beLP.PL

   ‘and it had slightly different teeth here;’
  8. tôtá  rízala  doškŷ́ | 
   thatNOM.F cutLP.F boardsACC

   ‘that one was used to cut boards.’

Here, the speaker (S) is telling me (E. B.) about the traditional way of cut-
ting a log into boards with a vertical saw. Her explanation continues through 
clause 3, and then she decides to check my understanding and asks if I have 
ever seen regular saws used for cutting firewood (clause 4). I confirm (using 
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the wrong form of the past tense, without either a pronoun or an auxiliary), 
and then the speaker continues her explanation. Her fleeting mention of me, 
the listener, has been only a temporary digression. She did not intend to start 
asking the listener further questions or to begin a new episode of conversation 
centered on the listener. Therefore she mentions the listener using an auxil-
iary. 

 (24)  1. na  n’í  sn’íx  padé 
   on  theyACC snowNOM fallPR.3SG

   ‘snow falls on them [the lambs],’
  2. i  ščo  jim  totó  nýč |
   and what  theyDAT thatNOM nothing
   ‘and what is that to them? nothing,’
  3. bo  wný  u  vốwn’i | 
   because theyNOM in  woolLOC

   ‘because they are covered with wool.’
  4. a  vŷ  s  kŷ́m  s’udŷ́  pri(ü)šlý ? |
   and youNOM.PL with  whoINST here comeLP.PL 

   ‘and who did youPRON.2PL come here with?’

In (24), in clauses 1–3, the speaker finishes telling me about the sheep in 
winter and switches her attention to me, since she is naturally curious how 
come I arrived from America to her house in Novoselycja wihout a guide to 
ask her about sheep. She is apparently interested in my story. From a habitual 
description in the present tense she switches to a direct question to me. She 
changes the settings, that is, she starts a new episode with me as the center 
and therefore uses a pronoun. 

Another instance of the speaker getting distracted from the narration and 
starting to question the listener is (25) below. The speaker starts a new epi-
sode centered around the listener. In conformity with the basic rule, she first 
addresses the listener with a pronoun, thereafter using an auxiliary. This ex-
ample is especially interesting because it happens twice, in the speech of two 
different speakers:

 (25) 1. W:  bŷ́la  j  gerendá 
    beLP.PL and main beamNOM

   ‘there was also the main beam;’
  2.  ta  vŷ  užé  čúly  totó ?
   but  youNOM.PL already hearLP.PL thatACC.N

   ‘but youPRON.2PL have already heard about it.’
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 (25) 3.  E. B.: čúla m 
    ‘I have.’
  4.  W: a  dé  s’te  bŷ́ly ?
    and where aux2PL beLP.PL

    ‘and where have youAUX been,’
  5.  u  kó(h)o  s’te  s’udŷ́ bŷ́ly ?
   by  whoGEN  aux2PL here beLP.PL

   ‘at whose place have youAUX been here?’
  6.  E. B.: u d[…]xŷ bŷ́la m 
    ‘At D’s place.’

  7.  W:  aha  u  d[…]xŷ  tam |  kumŷ  móje[ji] | 
    aha by  D.GEN there godchild’s-motherGEN myGEN.F

    ‘aha, at D’s place there, my godchild’s mother’s,’
  8.  to  s[…]a  mója  xrésnyc’a |
   that S.NOM myNOM.F goddaughterNOM

    ‘S. is my godchild,’
  9.  ščo  tôrhúje  tam
   that  tradePR.3SG there
   ‘the one who works at the shop there.’
  10.  E. B.: mhm 
    ‘Mhm.’
  11. H: a  vŷ́ užé  túj  dawnó ? 
    and youNOM.PL already here since-long-ago
    ‘and have youPRON been here long?’
  12. E. B.: trý ajbo čotŷ́ry dný |
    ‘Three or four days.’
  13. W: a  ščy  dé  s’te  bŷ́ly  u  kóho ?
    and also where aux2PL beLP.PL by  whoGEN

   ‘and where else have youAUX been? at whose place?’

This is a conversation with three participants, the wife (W), her husband 
(H), and me (E. B.). The wife and the husband together have been telling me 
about the main beam and the construction of the ceiling in old houses. Clause 
1 is uttered by the wife and belongs to that description of the ceiling. Then in 
clause 2 the wife turns her attention to me. She asks me a personal question 
using the 2nd-person pronoun. After I answer it in clause 3, she asks more 
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questions (in 4 and 5), this time using the auxiliary, since the episode con-
tinues. I answer in clause 6. She gives a commentary on other people I have 
visited since they are her baptismal relatives.30 Then her husband asks me a 
question in clause 11. He uses a pronoun (though he could have used an auxil-
iary), showing he is not continuing his wife’s streak of questions but positions 
his question as a new episode in conversation. After I answer him, the wife 
continues asking me more questions, inquiring who else I have visited. Since 
for her it is a continuation of previous question-asking episode, she uses an 
auxiliary. Thus, (25) is, on the one hand, an example of the basic rule (pro-
nouns in locally initial position, auxiliaries in locally subsequent position), 
and on the other hand, an example of the speaker choosing to shape her/his 
utterances: as a start of a new episode or a continuation of the previous one, 
using 2nd-person reference. What is new here is that even in a very interac-
tional part of a conversation, the speaker can choose a pronoun to indicate the 
beginning of a new episode. 

3.3.2. Generic Usage

The few instances when the 2nd person is used generically occurred mostly in 
hypothetical narratives. Hypothetical narrative is, in my opinion, an indicator 
of nonnarrative mood and the speaker’s awareness of the world of here-and-
now.31 Hypothetical narration contains an overt invitation from the speaker 
to the listener to construct a hypothetical world. This invitation implies that 
both the speaker and the listener are present in the {DEIXIS}. A beginning of 
such an invitation is usually marked in NR, often with a lexical item such as 
naprýklad ‘for example’, kêd’ ‘when/if’, etc. Since both the speaker and listener 
are in {DEIXIS}, the speaker often chooses the 2nd-person auxiliary, singular 
or plural, to refer to the listener even in locally initial position. The next two 
examples, (26) and (27), contain hypothetical narration with one protagonist, 
the 2nd person, which is expressed with an auxiliary: 

30 In NR the terms kumá (fem.) / kum (masc.) can mean ‘mother/father of one’s god-
child’ or ‘one’s child’s godmother/godfather’. The relations between children’s biolog-
ical and baptismal parents are considered to be very important, almost a version of 
kinship. Thus marriages between kumá and kum are forbidden as sinful and incestual, 
the same as marriages between close blood relatives. This is a long-standing church 
tradition preserved in Orthodox Christianity; cf. the story of Princess Olga’s baptism 
in the Primary Chronicle under the year 955. 
31 This has been noted also for English by Labov (1972), who states that hypothetical 
clauses in narrative mostly occur in evaluations and not in narrative sequences.
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 (26) 1. | u  čếl’usty  no  ne  músaj  klásty | 
   | in  front part of ovenACC well  not  necessary putINF

   ‘one should not put it [the loaf] in the front part of the oven [to 
bake],’

  2. to  xŷbá  k’ísta  s’te  mnóho  zamisýly 
   that  only if doughACC aux2PL a lot kneadLP.PL

   ‘only if youAUX.2PL made too much dough,’
  3. ta  nemály  s’te  de  poklásty 
   and  not haveLP.PL aux2PL where putINF

   ‘and youAUX.2PL did not have anywhere to put it,’
  4. ta  poklály  s’te  ho  u  čếl’usty  tam | 
   and  putLP.PL aux2PL itACC in  front part of ovenACC there
   ‘and youAUX.2SG put it in the front part of the oven,’
  5. ô  tuj  obŷ́ s’a  spekló  het  kolo  hrány |
   here  here  so thatCOND.3SG reflACC bakeLP.N here near  coalsGEN

   ‘right here, so that it can bake here right hext to the live coals…’

 (27) 1. | dawnó  xl’íba  ne  móž  bŷ́lo  kupýty  hy  têpếr’ | 
   | long ago breadGEN not possible beLP.N buyINF as now
   ‘long ago, one could not buy bread as now,’
  2. aj |  kêd’  ys’  sy  namolotýw | 
   but  when aux2PL selfDAT thrashLP.M 
   ‘only when youAUX.2SG threshed [the grain] yourself’
  3. iz’molốw |  u  mlyn’í |
   grindLP.M in  millLOC

   ‘and ground [it] at the mill…’

Example (27) contains a reference to subsistence farming long ago, when 
bread could only be made from one’s own grain, not bought—a very common 
motif in speakers’ memoires. The speaker invites me to imagine how in order 
to get bread you first had to thresh and then grind the grain. The point of invi-
tation is the conjunction kêd’ ‘when/if’. This example is particularly interesting 
because the gender of the generic 2nd person showing on the participle of the 
verb is masculine (namolotýw ‘threshedLP.M’, iz’molốw ‘groundLP.M’) according 
to the gender of the person who would do the thrashing and grinding, though 
the active listener, me, is a woman. The “you” from the hypothetical world has 
been fused by the speaker with the “you” from the world of here-and-now, the 
first one contributing the gender, the second one an auxiliary indicating that 
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a 2nd-person referent is activated.32 The reason the speaker does this is to try 
to prove a point to the listener and is therefore also in the world of here-and-
now. Again, an auxiliary in locally initial position appears in interactional 
settings. 

There are also instances when hypothetical narratives contain a pronoun 
in locally subsequent position. This happens in a situation when the generic 
addressee and another active agent occur in rapid succession and are possibly 
contrasted:

 (28) 1. | vad’  já  naprýklad  no  wžé  wstála  vít’s’i | 
   | or INOM for example well already stand upLP.F from here
   ‘or, for example, IPRON had already stood up [to go] from here,’
  2. taj  vŷ́ wstály | 
   and youNOM stood upLP.F

   ‘and youPRON   stood up,’
  3. taj  vŷ́ pišlý |
   and youNOM goLP.PL 
   ‘and youPRON left,’
  4. no  taj  já  pišlá |  u  póle  dês’ | 
   well  and INOM goLP.F  in  fieldACC somewhere
   ‘well, and IPRON went out in the field somewhere,’
  5. i  vŷ́ za  mnốw  hl’ádate 
   and youNOM after  IINST watchPR.2PL

   ‘and look after me,’
  6. bo  vŷ́ mae… 
   because youNOM have…
   ‘because youPRON have…’
  7. užé  totó  vas  ís’c’ 
   already thatNOM youACC eatPR.3SG

   ‘that already makes you suffer,’
  8. ščo  ja  pi(ü)šlá |  vid  vas |
   that INOM goLP.F from  youGEN

   ‘because IPRON left you.’

32 It is the listener who is activated and not the person grinding the grain in the hypo-
thetical world, since the grinding person has not appeared previously.
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This is an excerpt from the speaker’s musing on dvodúšnykŷ ‘people with 
two souls’, evil people with supernatural powers. The speaker was not too 
clear here; I think she was trying to explain how and why such a person 
would follow other people with one of her/his two souls while keeping her/
his other soul in the body. It is a hypothetical narrative, but it is shaped as a 
story in the past tense and perfective aspect. The invitation to construct the 
hypothetical world is given in clause 1 by the use of naprýklad ‘for example’. 
Then the speaker positions herself, the 1st-person protagonist, as a common 
person, and the 2nd-person protagonist as a ‘person with two souls’. The 
two are juxtaposed and contrasted. In clause 1, the speaker uses a 1st-person 
pronoun to starting the episode. In clause 2 she uses a pronoun for the 2nd- 
person reference (a plural pronoun, for politeness) at the beginning of the next 
miniepisode, and in clause 3 again the 2nd-person pronoun. One can see here 
a sequence of short episodes in rapid succession or a contrast between two 
protagonists doing similar things. The dramatic character of the narrative and 
the speaker’s possible perception of each action as a new episode together re-
sult in the choice of pronoun in locally subsequent position. 

Thus the generic 2nd person has its peculiarities. It occurs mostly in a 
hypo thetical narrative, which is a hypothetical world created jointly by the 
speaker and the listener and is hence closer to interaction than to classical 
narrative. For the generic 2nd person, there were no examples found of the 
basic rule, no doubt because of the scarcity of the material. However, there 
were instances of auxiliaries in locally initial position, which conforms to the 
interactional character of hypothetical narrative, and instances of pronouns 
in locally subsequent position, which shows that even in more interactional 
genres the rule about a pronoun being preferred at the beginning of an epi-
sode can apply. 

3.4. 3rd Person

Systematic research on the 3rd person of the past tense in NR is a task for the 
future, but a preliminary examination of the material suggests that rules sim-
ilar to the basic rule apply to the 3rd-person past, at least in some situations. 
In the 3rd person in the past tense there is never an auxiliary, so the past tense 
consists of only the l-participle of the main verb. However, there is a choice 
between an overt subject (a noun, an NP, or a pronoun) and a zero subject. 
The choice is conditioned, at least in some cases, by the same factors as the 
choice between the pronoun and the auxiliary in the 1st and 2nd persons: the 
first mention of a third person in the past tense in narrative is marked by a 
noun, the second mention by a 3rd-person subject pronoun; after that, if there 
is a chain of actions performed by the same person, there is no pronoun, or 
sometimes the pronoun appears but with inversion, e.g., pišlá oná ‘she went’ 
instead of oná pišlá. One example comes from the narrative below, which is 
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a very typical context for the usage of the 3rd person, a nonparticipant in a 
conversation.33 

 (29) 1.  bŷ́w  sôbí  odýn  hrýc’ |
   beLP.M  selfDAT oneNOM Hryc’NOM

   ‘There once was a Hryc,’
  2.  tá  zadúmaw  vín  sôbí  oženýty  s’a | 
   and decideLP.M  heNOM selfDAT marryINF reflACC

   ‘and he decidedINVERSION to get married.’
  3.  no  wz’áw sôbí 
   well takeLP.M selfDAT

   ‘well, [he] married’
  4.  kotrá  máj  fájna |  d’íwčyna | 
   whichNOM.F most  beautifulNOM.F girlNOM

   ‘a girl who was most beautiful.’
  5.  i  vín  totó |  oženýw  s’a 
   and heNOM that marryLP.M reflACC

   ‘and he, well… [He] got married,’
  6.  pryvíw jêjí | 
   takeLP.M sheACC

   ‘brought her home,’
  7.  a  oná  bŷ́la  dúže  ledáča 
   and sheNOM beLP.F very lazyNOM.F

   ‘and shePRON was very lazy,’
  8.  ne  xốt’ila  robýty  nyčóho | 
   not  wantLP.F doINF nothing
   ‘[she] did not want to do anything,’
  9.  lyšé  wsé  s’a  w  dzếr’kalo  dyvýla |  ta  spála | 
   only always  reflACC in  mirrorACC lookLP.F and  sleepLP.F

   ‘[she] only looked at herself in the mirror all the time, and slept.’
  10.  no  vín  pryvíw  jêjí  dô  dốmu 
   well heNOM takeLP.M sheACC to  homeGEN

   ‘so, hePRON took her home,’

33 In this example, both l-participles of verbs and overt subjects are in boldface, for 
the sake of clarity.
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 (29) 11.  i  bŷ́lo  u  nýx  žýto |  u  pốl’u  žáty | 
   and  beLP.N by  theyGEN  ryeNOM in  fieldLOC reapINF

   ‘and there wasINVERSION rye in the field to reap.’
  12.  káže  vin  ji(i) | 
   sayPR.3SG heNOM sheDAT

   ‘he saysINVERSION to her:’
  13.  idý  žýto  žný | 
   goIMP.2SG ryeACC reapIMP.2SG

   ‘go reap the rye.’
  14.  dóbre | 
   good
   ‘well.’
  15.  oná  s’a  zibrála 
   sheNOM reflACC get readyLP.F

   ‘shePRON got ready,’
  16.  pišlá žáty  žýto | 
   goLP.F reapINF ryeACC

   ‘went to reap the rye,’
  17.  vŷ́jšla  u  póle | 
   comeLP.F to  fieldACC

   ‘[she] went out to the field,’
  18.  nažála  sôbí  támkŷ  dvá  snópŷ  cy  trý | 
   reapLP.F selfDAT there twoACC sheafPAU or threeACC

   ‘[she] reaped herself two or three sheaves,’
  19.  isklála sôbí  ták  u  kúpu 
   putLP.F selfDAT so in  heapACC

   ‘put them in a heap,’
  20.  zrobýla  sôbí  takŷ́j  xólod 
   makeLP.F selfDAT suchACC.M shadeACC

   ‘made herself some shade’
  21.  obŷ́ na  n’u  sónce  ne  hrílo 
   so thatCOND.3SG on  sheACC sunNOM not shinePR.3SG

   ‘so that the sun would not shine on her,’
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 (29) 22.  i  lehlá  sôbí  ta  spýt | 
   and lie downLP.F selfDAT and sleepPR.3SG

   ‘[she] lies down and sleeps.’
  23.  i  spála  prospála |  c.ílŷj  dến’ | 
   and sleepLP.F sleep throughLP.F entireACC.M dayACC

   ‘And [she] slept through the day.’
  24.  na  véčir  ustála 
   on  eveningACC get upLP.F

   ‘in the evening [she] got up,’
  25.  podývyla  s’a  u  dzếr’kalo 
   lookLP.F reflACC in  mirrorACC

   ‘looked at herself in the mirror,’
  26.  cy  fájna 
   whether beautifulNOM.F

   ‘whether [she] looked good,’
  27. pryxódyd_  dô  dốmu |
   comePR.3SG to  homeGEN

   ‘[and she] comes home.’ 

This is an excerpt from a folk tale that the speaker performs artistically. It 
is a classical past-tense narration with only a few orientation and evaluation 
clauses. In clause 1 Hryc is first introduced and mentioned by name (with a 
numeral which works here as an indefinite article). After that in clause 2 he 
is referred to as vín ‘he’, and in clause 3 the past-tense verb referring to him 
appears without an overt subject. His bride is mentioned first in clause 4 with 
an NP (maj fájna d’íwčyna ‘the most beautiful girl’). Then, the speaker starts a 
new episode referring to Hryc by a pronoun, though right afterward she hesi-
tates about how exactly to say what she wants to say. In clause 6, she continues 
talking about Hryc and uses the past-tense verb with a zero subject. After that 
the topic shifts back to Hryc’s wife. The speaker indicates the start of a new 
episode with the conjunction a, and referring to Hryc’s wife she uses a pro-
noun. This episode provides orientation, with imperfective verbs describing 
the setting for the story to come. After the first mention of Hryc’s wife (with 
a pronoun) in clause 7, she is the continuous subject and is referred to with 
a zero pronoun (clauses 8 and 9). After that a new episode starts where Hryc 
is the actor again in the narrative clause 10, and he is referred to by a subject 
pronoun vín ‘he’. After an orientation clause about the rye and the reporting 
of Hryc and his wife’s conversation in clauses 12–14 (where Hryc at the begin-
ning of a new episode is again referred to by a pronoun, with a present tense 
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verb káže ‘says’, and with a presentational sequence, with the pronoun at the 
end in 12), a new episode about the wife starts. At the beginning of this epi-
sode the wife is mentioned as oná ‘she’ in clause 15, and then comes a sequence 
of 10 verbs in the past tense describing her actions (pišlá ‘went’, vŷ́jšla ‘went 
out’, nažála ‘reaped’, isklála ‘put together’, zrobýla ‘made’, lehlá ‘lay down’, spála 
‘slept’, prospála ‘slept through’, ustála ‘got up’, podývyla ‘looked’), one predicative 
adjective (fájna ‘beautiful’) and one (historical) present-tense verb (pryxódyd_ 
‘comes’) all referring to her and all without an overt subject. This succession 
is interrupted by one subordinate clause that contains orientation (clause 21) 
and where the wife is referred to with a nonsubject pronoun, but otherwise all 
these clauses with the same subject follow one another. Thus in this excerpt 
from a typical narration, the very first mention of each 3rd-person character 
in the plot is indicated by a noun or an NP, and a return to the 3rd-person 
character after an interruption is indicated by a pronoun (sometimes in a pre-
sentational sequence). The zero subject indicates the same person performing 
new actions in an uninterrupted sequence, and the chain of zero-subject verbs 
can contain as many as ten verbs. 

When the new 3rd-person referent is introduced, it does not always need 
to be expressed by a subject pronoun; it can be expressed by a nonsubject per-
sonal pronoun, similarly to what we saw in the 1st person: 

 (30) 1. kosýty  músaj  s’íno  sušýty  nosýty 
   mowINF  necessary hayACC dryINF carryINF

   ‘one needs to mow the hay, dry it, carry it,’
  2. ta  ne  mohlá  m 
   and not  canLP.F aux1SG

   ‘and I couldn’t’
  3. | taj  pak |
   | and  then
   ‘and then’
  4. a  u  n’óho  žoná  umérla 
   and by  heGEN wifeNOM dieLP.F

   ‘and his wife died,’
  5. ta  bŷ́ow  dva  rókŷ  bež_  žonŷ́ | 
   and beLP.M twoACC yearPAU without  wifeGEN

   ‘and he was without a wife for two years,’
  6. a  ja  try  rókŷ  bŷ́la  beš_ čôlôwíka
   and  INOM threeACC  yearPAU beLP.F without  husbandGEN

   ‘and I was for three years without a husband.’
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Here, the narrator first continues speaking about herself (using an auxiliary) 
in clauses 1–3 and then starts an episode about her future husband. Clause 3 is 
a fragment, an instance of disfluency on an episode border. Then the speaker 
introduces the man she would marry by a 3rd-person pronoun u n’óho, which 
is not a subject, being in genitive with a preposition u, while the formal subject 
of this clause is žoná ‘[his] wife’. In the next clause the future husband is the 
subject, but since he has already been mentioned by a pronoun in the previous 
clause, a zero is used. 

4. Present Tense 

The main focus of this article is the past tense, but it is interesting to note that 
in the present tense the situation regarding the presence or absence of sub-
ject personal pronouns is at least partially similar (for more detail, additional 
research will be necessary). Unlike in English, where the verb in the present 
tense does not indicate the person and the number, except the 3rd-person sin-
gular, and an overt subject is used, in NR the verb in the present tense indi-
cates the person and number. Therefore, the usage of pronouns for all persons 
in the present tense in NR is redundant. However, in the present tense there is 
a choice between an overt subject and a zero. The subject expressed by the 1st- 
or 2nd-person pronoun (in the case of the 3rd person by a noun) is preferred 
when the referent appears for the first time; if the referent has already been 
mentioned, the verb without a pronoun is preferred. In the example below, 
present-tense verbs are in boldface, subject pronouns or nouns are italicized.34

 
 (31) 1. | a  já  ras  skotáryla  nevelýka 
   | and  INOM once herd cattleLP.F littleNOM.F

   ‘and IPRON once herded cattle, IPRON was little,’
  2. ja  bŷ́la  ščế d’itvakóm | 
   INOM beLP.F  still childINST

   ‘IPRON was still a child,’
  3. ta  tóže  na  s’akóje  s’játo |  mŷ  skotáryly |
   and  also on  suchACC.N holidayACC weNOM herd cattleLP.PL

   ‘and it was also on a holiday that wePRON herded cattle,’
  4. taj  výdyme | 
   and seePR.1PL

   ‘and we see:’

34 In this example, present-tense verbs, as well as nominal and pronominal subjects, 
are in boldface.
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 (31) 5. jdé  žoná |  zavýta  u  vyláx | 
   goPR.3SG womanNOM wrapPPART.NOM.F in  clothACC

   ‘there goes a woman wrapped in cloth,’
  6. ták  ščo  jí  ne  výtko 
   so  that  sheGEN not  can be seen
   ‘so you can’t see her,’
  7. hét  vyláx  do |  do  tóho | 
   totally  clothNOM up to up to  thatGEN.N

   ‘the cloth reaches totally up to… up to here…’
  8. idé  ta  usé | 
   goPR.3SG and  always
   ‘she’s going, and all the time…’
  9. usé  sxŷ́lyt’_  s’a 
   all the time bendPR.3SG reflACC

   ‘constantly bending over,’
  10. ta  dé  koróva  stála 
   and  where cowNOM standLP.F

   ‘and wherever a cow has stood,’
  11. ta  s’_  s’l’idá  beré |  hlýnŷ | 
   and  from  traceGEN takePR.3SG clayGEN

   ‘and from the trace she takes clay,’
  12. ta  dúmaju  sôbí  hóspody 
   and  thinkPR.1SG selfDAT LordVOC

   ‘and I think to myself, O my God!’
  13. a  mŷ́ t’íčeme 
   and weNOM fleePR.1PL

   ‘and wePRON run away,’
  14. bo  mŷ́ s’a  boimé |  d’íty
   because weNOM reflACC be scaredPR.1PL childrenNOM

   ‘because we  PRON children are scared.’

This is a story that the speaker told to me to support her claim that witches 
do exist. This story is about a woman whom the speaker spotted one day long 
ago, in her childhood. The woman apparently was practicing witchcraft, tak-
ing clay from cows’ footprints. It is one of the things people do when they 
want to steal someone else’s cow’s milk and transfer it to their own cow. The 
fact that the woman was wearing only a sack and that it happened on a hol-
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iday also suggests witchcraft. The scary memory has been apparently vivid 
to such an extent that while telling the story to me, some sixty years later, the 
speaker, in her 70s, switched to the present historical tense after telling the 
beginning of the narrative, the orientation, in the past tense (clauses 1–3).35 
In clause 4, the action begins, and a zero 1st-person plural subject is used 
(possibly, after the overt 1st-person plural subject mŷ in the previous clause). 
Then, the strange woman is introduced in clause 5. She is first referred to 
by a noun (žoná).36 In clause 6 she is referred to by a (nonsubject) pronoun, 
and in clauses 8, 9, and 11, by a zero. Here, as in the 1st and 2nd persons of 
the past tense, and, at least in certain instances, in the 3rd person of the past 
tense, the first mention of a new 3rd-person subject is a noun, the second a 
pronoun, and subsequent ones are zeros. The intervening clauses with other 
subjects (7, 10) are regarded as digressions that do not require the repetition of 
a noun/pronoun denoting the previous referent, because a witch is the main 
character of the episode and a more important referent than either the cloth 
or the cow. Then in clause 12 a zero 1st-person subject is introduced. It might 
be expressed by zero because it is positioned by the speaker so as not start a 
new narrative episode, but it appears in an evaluation, in the world of here-
and-now. Then two 1st-person plural pronouns are used to introduce the new 
subject, the children. In 12, it is the start of a new episode, and possibly in 13 
a start of the new micro-episode, an explanation. 

5. Conclusion 

The question posed at the beginning—what factors influence the choice be-
tween pronouns and auxiliaries in the 1st and 2nd persons of the past tense 
in NR—turns out to have answers at several levels. First, there is the basic rule 
that pronouns are used in locally initial positions and auxiliaries in locally 
subsequent positions. It is formulated in terms of the topic-continuity model 
at the clause level. Then the pronoun can be chosen to mark the beginning of 
an episode. This is formulated in terms of the hierarchy model, at the level of 
discourse units larger than clauses. At this level it is the choice of the speaker 
what change of settings s/he will consider important enough to begin a new 
episode. Then the next generalization works in discourse genres. In an in-
teractional conversation (Schegloff’s immediate mode), speakers tend to use 
auxiliaries (since both the 1st- and 2nd-person referents are activated and stay 
in {DEIXIS}), while in classical narration speakers tend to use more pronouns 
as an artistic device to divide the action into more miniepisodes and to create 

35 It is worth noting that in the past-tense orientation, clause 1, the beginning of the 
story, contains a 1st-person pronoun, and clause 2 an explanation that changes the 
perspective, i.e., begins a miniepisode, again contains a 1st-person pronoun. 
36 The subject and the verb are inverted here in a presentational sequence. 
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suspense. The closer the genre is to classical narrative, the more pronouns 
are used, and the closer the genre is to conversation (e.g., hypothetical narra-
tion), the more auxiliaries are used. Starting from the episode level, and espe-
cially at the genre level, the connection between the rules of the level and the 
speaker’s choices appears to the researcher as stochastic, not deterministic. 
Apparently, the higher the level, the more important is the personal choice, 
creativity, and freedom of the speaker. 
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